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Editorial
I 

LOOKING down the tunnel of another 
year, I am going to quietly forget that 
people keep asking 'what's going to 
happen to Dragon User?' and remem
ber that people have been asking that 
question since 1984 and, like the 
Christmas turkey, we keep right on 
reappearing. 

I shall start worrying about that Great 
Fricassee Pan in the Sky after Christ
mas. Right now I am staying put under 
the mistletoe. Happy Christmas! 

Talking of mistletoe, I had the chance 
to meet old and new acquaintances at 
the 6809 Show on Saturday and talk 
things over. Many people agreed that 
there are opportunities tor marketing 
Dragon software - tor instance, pro
ducing legitimate, inexpensive conver
sions of American Tandy programs 
which are not taken up because there is 
a better living to be made from other 
machines. On the contrary, dealers 
who have good contact with Dragon 
owners are gradually hiving off their 
less profitable games to specialist 
dealers who are more committed but 
are inevitably smaller. 

More information on reliable, good 
value sources of software and hard
ware from overseas wou Id be welcom
ed by everyone now. 

How to submit articles 

The quality of the material we can publish in 
Dragon User each month will, to a very great eic· 
lent depend on the quality of the discoveries that 
you can make with your Dragon. The Dragon 
computer was launched on to the market with a 
powerful version of Basic. but with very poor 
documentation . 

Articles which are submitted to Dragon User 
for publication should not be more than 3000 
words long. All submissions should be typed. 
Please leave wide margins and a double space 
between each line. Programs should, whenever 
possible, be computer printed on plain white 
paper and be accompanied by a tape of the 
program. 

We cannot guarantee lo return every submit· 
ted article or program, so please keep a copy. If 
you wantto have your program returned you must 
include a stamped addressed envelope. 



This is your chance to air your views - send your tips , compliments and complaints to Letters 
Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7P P. LetterS 

Writers 
wanted 
I am worki ng on a new monthly 
magazineforthenot-so-serious 
user calIed Dragon Logic, w hie h 
will come out in January or 
February. I cannot be more 
spec i fic about the dates 
because the magazine is run by 
myself on ly and therefore it will 
take longer to put together. 

Dragon Logic will depend 
heavily on the readers . A vast 
percentage will be made up of 
things sent in by readers and 
suppliers. Therefore I would 
urge peopletosend thei r letters, 
top ten , software for review, 
news, problems, etc. to me. 

If readers want to know more 
about the mag then please write 
tome. 

Donald Morrison 
72 DiriebughtRoad 

lnverneww 
IV23QT 

Scotland 

Whyno'64 
games? 
I HAVE recently purchased a 
new Dragon 64 to add to my old 
'32, and am suprised that I have 
not seen any new Arcade and 
Adventuregames adver1ised in 
Dragon Userfor the '64 using its 
full memory capabilities. Soft 
ware houses like Microvision 
have produced programs for 
use with F lex Operat ing 
System, disc drive and Dragon 
64 but have not produced any 
just for the Dragon 64 use. The 
same is with companies who 
produce OS-9 software, which 
needs the '64 towork. 

If bri lliant games like Juxta
position can be made for the 
Dragon 32 just think of the 
possibilities for the '64. 

I hope Software houses read 
this letter and take note of the 
points I have made as I do not 
think I am theonlyonewithth is 
opinion . 

Richard Tyler 
11 Madeira Park 
Tunbridge Wells 

Kent 
TN2 5SX 

Every month we wlll be shelling out a game or two, 
courtesy of Mlcrodeal, to the reader/s 
who send the most Interesting or 
entertaining letters. So send 
us your hints and your opinions, 
send us your hi-scores and 
suggestions. Send us your 
best Dragon stories. What 
d'you think we are, 
mind readers?! 

Why oh Why 

·The users cry 


I would like to protest about the high prices of Dragon 64s and 
disc drives. A new disc drive costs £200 + with DOS cartidge 
and a new Dragon64costs £195. Why? Surelycompanieswould sell 
more products if the prices were lowered. No wonder there is 
a booming trade in second-hand 64s and disc drives. 

Remember one of the other computers- the Atari 800XL. You 
know the one where programs on cassette lake a long time lo 
load. Like International Karate in 20 minutes. A few years ago its 
popularity was dying and the makers decided to drop the price 
and now it has recovered and is selling well. Shouldn 't this 
approach be adopted for the Dragon to get it back in the shops 
so that the user base increases to what it was back in 1984 or even 
treble that? 

I have noticed some games for the Dragon and CoCo from 
America that are quite good. One is Brew Master by Tom Mix and 
others are Zaxxon and Pooyar by Datasoft. Why hasn't someone 
licenseclthemtosellintheUKastheyarebrilliantgamesuptoShock 
Trooper standard. 

I would like tocongratulate Quickbeamfor Superl<idandFireForce 
(yes, I do like it) and Microdeal for Airball and also the other com
panies for still supporting the Dragon. 

My final point is regarding Dragon shows. Why hasn't anyone 
(except Microdeal) put a Dragon show on in Birmingham? It does 
exist you know. I think it 's ideal - central, easy for most people 
toget to and probablycheaperthan London. ls it a case of anything 
north of Watford Gap (and more recently South of Osset) is 
ignored? 

Mr. K.Hunt 
11 Demsrnhsm Close 

West Bromwich 
West Midlands 

B706AJ 

Westronglysuspectthattheanswertomostofyourquestlons 
is that Atari managed to develop Into a very strong and 
successful company before it ran into rocky waters, whereas 
Dragon Data didnotenjoyhalfsomuchsuccess before trouble 
hH them. It helps to have friends at the bank if you want to re
launch your products. 

In reply to yourotherquestion, what? You mean therereally 
issomething betweenWatfordGap and Osset?lthought Itwas 
all justBinningham. Seriously, though-whydoesn'tsomeone 
put on ashow atthe NEC? It's central, purpose built, plentyof 
room to park . • . but have you tasted their Cornish pasties?. 

Now we 
do the 
homework! 
I wou ld like to compliment you 
on an excel lent magazine and I 
th ink October 's issue was 
probably the best for ages. Not 
on ly packed with interesting in
formation , it also helped me 
complete a maths GCSE 
problem! 

The problem was to find the 
amountoftrianglesinadiagram 
and work out a solution. I was 
given the prob lem on 24th 
September, my Dad and Iwere 
stumpeduntilloandbeholdthe 
Dragon User arrived the very 
next day! Looking at the com
peti tion I saw a little table ac
companied bya largediagram. 
When I read thepassage next to 
it there was my problem and 
equation neatlydocumentedfor 
me. 

Keep it up Gordon, much 
appreciated . 

Danie/Swan 
118 Upland Drive 

Derriford 
Plymouth 
PL668G 

Bulletin 
board 
bulletin 
WHILE I was working an idea 
struckme.Afterawhilelregain
ed consciousness and it was sti 11 

th eresolthoughttwouldtell you 
about it. How about a bi-monthly 
page devoted to bulletin boards. 
Readers could be encouraged 
to send in details of the boards 
th at they use and a list of active 
boards publ ished . Also special 
features of particular boards 
could be .highlighted. I don't 
know how popular it would be 
but it may be worth a try. 

K.G. Smith 
33 Glack Road 

Deal 
Kent 

CT149ND 

IF anyone wants to send us 
details on their bulletin 
boards, we 'll print them. We 
havesomethingon BBs In the 
pipeline, in fact . As soon as I 
can find a bent coathanger, I 'II 
try and fish it out. 
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Trans
atlantic 
Telegraph 
I should like to reacttoaletter by 
Mr. Randy Longshore in the July 
issue of Dragon User. He com
ments on my CoCo/Dragon 
Basic converter published inthe 
April issue. 

Of course, Mr. Longshore is 
correct when he states that a 
Dragon cannot read CoCo 
discs, atleastnotdirectly. I take 
great interest in his procedure to 
modifyCoCodiscstobeloaded 
by a Dragon and will most 
definitely contact him in this 
respect, especially since I 
myself have just begun work on 
a program that would copy all 
filesonaCoCodisctoaDragon 
disc. However, though a Dragon 
user indeed needs to find a 
CoCodisc user who is prepared 
to copy files from disc onto 
cassette, Mr. Longshore 's opi
nion that my program would 
tlien be more or less super
fluous oversimplifies matters . 

First of all I should like to 
emphasize that not al l Dragon 
users own disc drives , and that 
they can use my program, even 
though it tries to deal with disc 
Basic tokens as well . Moreover, 
not all Basic software need 
necessarily come from a Coco 
user. With my program the 
Dragon useralso gets access to 
commercial software written in 
Basic, eg the compilation tapes 
published by, among others, the 
American Rainbow magazine. 
This gives the Dragon user the 
ability to tap into the immense 
software pool available for the 
Coco, albei t in a very limited 
sense. 

Far more important, though , 
is the fact that it just will not 
alwaysdotoaskaCoCouserto 
save Basic files in ASCII. It 
occurs quite frequently that 
Basic programs which have 
been 'packed' by removing 
superfluous spaces and by 
combining Basic lines get cor
ruptedbysaving them inASCll : 
tokens are replaced with longer 
ASCII text , and long lines may 
overflow with the result that 
endsofl ines maybechoppedoff 
while saving to cassette. Th is 
may even happen with 'normal' 
programswhichhaveverylong 
lines. This is not conjecture but 
sad experience and was one of 
the minor reasons forwrit ing my 
converter in the first place. 

I appreciate Mr. Longshore 's 
interest, and feel thatreadersof 
Dragon User can only profit from 

this kind of exchange of informa
tion in the only la rge~scale 
medium available to Dragon 
users. lamofcourse interested 
in further comment or sugges
tions as regards my program. 

RudyDuyck 
Abdijbekestraat 8-C2 

B-8200 Brugge 2 (St. Andries) 
Belgium 

Screens 
x4 
SINCE light pens for the Dragon 
arecommon among us, I would 
like it that someone out there 
will write software to create 
graphics on four PMODE4 
screens linked together. You 
will be able to see only the usual 
grid size, but can move around 
the screen that will be a grid of 
256+256/192+ 192.Thereisa 
betterway but more complex, by 
moving around with a kind of 
spying glass that will double 
every dot's height and width. 
Butyouwlll be able to look at the 
whole screen. Got it? 

I'm writ ing for you! oh brave 
ones. Please send what you 
have done to DU 

OfirRahar 
Herev Laet 34 

Emek Heter 38860 
Israel 

Where is 
Tandy? 
COU LO you please include the 
address of the Tandy User 
Group in your next issue of 
Dragon User. I have tried every 
address I could fi nd to try and 
track them down without luck, 
and so Iwrote to you. 

Craig Diffon 

HAVING made enquiries, it 
seems that the Tandy Users 
Club no longer exists in this 
country. I am told that one of 
the Northern Dragon Clubs 
inherited some of the 
membershlpoftheoldgroup, 
but Iam notcertain which one 
orwhattheiraddressisatpre
sent. I will let you know as 
soon as I can find out. Also, 
the National Dragon User 
Group deals with Tandy as 
wellasDragoninterests.They 
are at 6 .Navarino Road , 
Worthing, Sussex. 

Range 
right 
MAY I take this opportunity to 
give a poke to control the cursor 
link rate on a ' 64? Location &H 
FABA controls the rate , poke it 
with 1 togiveacursorthatdoes 
not vanish when you hold down 
the space bar, and POKE 
283,56toupdatethechecksum. 
POKE &H FABA ,O:POKE 
283,55 to turn ott the cursor. 

I also send a right justify 
routine which will take a line to 
A$ and justify it to a line length 
contained in variab le LN, retur
ningthe justified line in 6$. Has 
anyone got a better method . 

100 RIGHT JUSTIFY 
1 1 OAS - " This is just an 

example" 
120A$=A$+" " 
130 LN =32:F-O:S-O:N - 0: 

P =1 :L = LEN(A$):B$ :o " " 

140 GOSUB 280:GOSUB 
290:1F F - OTHEN 170 

150S = S-P + F:P =F 
1601F P) =L THEN 

N = N + 1:GOTO 140 
170 IF N = 1THEN310 
180P = 1:GOSUB280 
190SP = LN-S-P-N + 2 
200 8$ - 8$ + STRING$ 

(P-1 ,32) 
210 OS= INT(SP/(N-1)): 

MS=SP-{N-1)·os: 
ASS= 1 

220 GO SUB 290:1F F = 0 
THEN300 

230 B$ = B$ +MID$ 
A$,P,F·P): P =F 

240 GOSUB 280 
250 IF SP= 0 THEN 

8$ = 8$ + " " :GOTO 220 
260 IF PASS ) =MS THEN 

B$ = B$-STRING$(DS + 
2,32):SP = SP·DS· 1: 
PASS= PASS+ 1 :GOTO 
220 

270 6$ =8$ + STRONG$ 
(OS+ 1 ,32):SP =SP-OS: 

GOT0280 
2801F MID$(A$,P,1) = " " 

THEN P = P + 1:GOTO280 
ELSE RETURN 

290F = INSTR(P,A$," " ): 
RETURN 

300B$ = LEFT$(B$,LN) 
310A$ = B$:PRINT A$ 

Fj.ord calling 
THANKS for many excellent 
magazines. I wish to thank all 
softwarewritersfpublishers for 
all the supberb games/pro
grams that have arrived. One 
year ago all my Commodore 

owning friends tease me 
because of the quality of the 
Dragon games. Now when they 
haveseenShaofinMasterP!us, 
Ice Castles and others, they 
regularly come to me to play my 
Dragon games. I even have an 
Amiga-owning friend who likes 
my games. 

And a last thanks to Dragon 
User. I read every page of it 
every month. 

Continue like this! 
Tor-Helge Skei 

Ustaasen87 
7082Kattem 

Norway 

Norway 
club 
WE would like to tell you and 
yourreadersthatthere isacom
puter club for the Dragon and 
Tandy CoCo in Norway. 

We have a monthly news
letter. We have members from 
all the countries in Scandinavia. 
We'd like to get in touch with 
other computer clubs all over 
the world . 

If you want to know more 
about our computer club and 
what we are doing , please write 
to use for more information . 

Tromso Dragon/Tandy Club 
Sandneshamn 

N-9105 Eidkjosen 
Norway 

Tyne and 
here 
JUST to prove that the Dragon 
has still got a healthy fol lowing, 
could you please give a plug to 
my local clubthe NORTH EAST 
DRAGON USER'S CLUB. We 
have 14 members and meet 
everyWednesdayat8.00pm in 
the Etterick lounge of the Grin· 
don Mill, Chester Rd ., 
Sunderland. If anyone can 
make it we would be pleased to 
see them , or they can contact 
me. 

Chris Jobson 
23 Walsingham 
Biddick Village 

Washington 
Tyne and Wear 

NE387HF 

SUPPORT you local Dragon 
club. 
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News deskI If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware 

Harris f ront end KLIKs 
HARRIS Micro Software's new include a disc based spooler, 
complete front end and line memo pad , snapshot and KLIK 
editor, called the KUK Uti lity, is Basic, which allows you to 
now available. design your own windows, icons 

The package features point and menus. 
and click operation of the entire There is, however, no 
system from the keyboard or a snapsbat function , as featured 
mouse, with pull-down menus, in one of our advertisements. 
pointers,. a dialogue box, control Bob Harris says that he will give 
buttons and help messages, some thought to whether or not 
selective directories, file icons, he should include it when he 
repeating DOS commands and works out what it is. 
a set up module for easy control The package costs £14.95 
of the screen , windows, from Harris Micro Software, 49 
BREAK, etc. Alexandra Road, Hounslow, 

The word-processor like line Middx TW3 4HP. Bob Harris's 
editor has trace and pause Basic 42 was one of the best 
facilities, and desktop facilities Dragon packages of 1986. 

ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343 

Harrry Whitehouse upgrades his 
power supply for the same price 
THE famous A1 Supasmooth costs £18.95 and £2flat rate post 
Heavy Duty Power Supply has and packing. It is manufac
gained a couple of ext ra turered by Peaksoft, and is 
features at no extra cost, thanks available from Harry White
to Harry Whitehouse. house, 48 Queen Street , 

The A 1, wh ich carries a two Balderton, Newark, NG243NS, 
year guarantee and lifetime ser tel. 0636 705230. 
vice warrantry, is s·uitable for the "Quite a few owners have 
Dragon 32 and 64. and recom told us that they are pur
mended for all Dragonplus chasing an A1 as a backup for 
owners. their orig inal Dragon unit , but 

It now features a rapid red but we always suggest they use 
ton on/off switch as standard . the A1 and put their old unit in 
This means that the Dragon's the cupbaord. After all , if an A1 
own fault-prone switch can be ever fa iled - and to our 
left permanently 'on', reducing knowledge, that has never hap
the risk of failure pened - the user will at least 

A new design of D-connector have the security of knowing 
has also been introduced, with that it is covered by the 
a rel iable cable clamping ar guarantee. On the other hand, 
rangement instead of a grub if a Dragon Data unit fai ls, all you 
screw. can do is throw it in thedustbin,'' 

The A1 Supasmooth still said Harry. 

More from The Solver 

SIMON Hargrave is pleased to 
announce the arriveal of his 
latest adventure for the Dragon 
32 and64', the fourth in theStar
crash series. 

TheHeirofTyos isanunusual
ly large, 200-location adventure 
in real time, with many assorted 
mobile characters and events. 
some of them interactive. The 
spl it-level parser will accept full 
English sentences. 

You play the Prince of Tyos, 
places inside a mysterious 
pyramid by a rival monarch. To 
win peace for your kingdom, 

69 Microcosm this month 


and the kingship, you must suc
ceed in escaping. But your rival 
isdeviousandnottobetrusted . 
To find the mysterious Amulet of 
Tyos is easy, but escaping alive 
is more difficult ... 

The game is randomised so 
that it will play differently on 
each occasion . Do you, asks 
Simon Hargrave, dare to accept 
the challenge? 

This and all Simon's games 
are available for £5 each (in
cludes p&p) from Crawley Hill 
Farm, Uley, Dursley, Glos. GL 11 
SBH. 

68 MICROCOSM, the journal of 
the68MicroGrouphasalsojust 
turned up. Contents include An 
Extrinsic Flex Disk Format Pro· 
gram,alookattheAtari 1040ST, 
disk-Type reporting , letters, 68 
Micro Group Library, aguideto 
the use of 6821 PIA control 
reg ister bits; Coco 3 update 

review, and some news and per
sonal system reviews. The 
group holds regular meetings in 
the London and Birmingham 
areas. 

For information contract Keith 
Barnes, 174Glen Albuyn Road . 
Wimbledon , London SW19 
6HG. 

New editor for Dragon Update 

same old plea 


THE November issue of one who can live without a fu ll 
Dragon Update, looking white co lour cover) , and some 
and shiny, has just dropped thoughts from Paul Grade on 
out of the postman's bag and copyright and circulat ing 
onto my toot. Pity it 's bundled material. And yes, Paul, you 're 
up with two cwt of other mail. right , we professionals do have 
Why am I standing so close to someone to make the coffee for 
the postman? I'm not - I had us. He's called Russe ll Hobbs, 
to carry it up the stairs myself. and if anyone would like to 
Our postman' may be late, but organised a whip-round , we 
he's not stupid. could buy him a new lid for 

This is the first issue by new, Christmas. 
Irish, editor J. Barry Caruth, and Barry is, as usual, appeal ing 
Paul awards him eight out often for more material. Somewhere 
for effort , wh ich is fa irly lhaveaboxoffairlyoldsubmis
praiseful. Th is month's issue sions which just missed being 
features Pascal for Beginners publ ished and which the 
(part 4), Memory Management ownersdidnot ask to be return
on the Large Dragon ; Easy ed. I wonder idly if DU would be 
Machine Code part 14; Forth interested in looking at some of 
part 2; a report on disc con that . .. 
trollers (DOSs), some notes on Contact NDUG at 6 Navarino 
the TouchmasterGraphics pad, Road , Worth ing, Sussex, or 
a couple of games reviews, a send material to Barry Caruth, 
support ive assessment of 132 Donaghadee Road , Ban
Dragon User since the Great gor, Co Down, N. Ireland BT20 
Change (it's nice to meet some- 4NH. 

Image scanner from Epsom 

FOR the wealthy and ambitious 
in the desktop publishing world, 
Epson have come out with a 
low-cost, entry-level image
scanner as an option on four of 
the company's printers, the 
EX800/EX1000 and the 
LQ2500/L02500+ . 

The bundled software with 
the scanner is, surprise sur
prise, compatible with IBM PC 
compatible machines, and the 
device costs under £200 and 
can read areas of 8 x 11in with 
the EX1000 and LO machines. 
and 6 x Sin on the EX800. 
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September stats 

for subscribers 

AS many of you will recall, we 
had problems with September 
1987 edition of Dragon User. We 
are aware th at a few subscribers 
had not received their copies 
well after the date of posting , 
and that these copies may not 
turn up. We had a grand total of 
two returned to the office, which 
have been found good homes. 

The contents list of that issue 
fol lows. Would any subscriber 
who did not get his or her copy 
and wants a photocopy of any 
article or articles listed below 
please dro p us a line, quoting 
their subscriber number, and 
wewil linduecoursegetcopies 
of the relevant articles to them. 
No sae requ ired. 

Please act quickly on this of
fer, as we only have one copy 
here, with its back cover miss
ing, and if we lose that one, we 
~~stuck. 

Letters: Stuart Beardwood's 
music offer; hi score corner; 

News: minor correction to Mr. 
Walker's article in July 1987; 
Dragonsoft: Magbase by 
Pulsar, Data Retrieval System 
by Grosvenor (both util ities, 
both good reviews); Datasort: 
mammoth home grown 
database program in Basic; 
Mountain Build ing: program 
draws up landscape con· 
tours and sl ices ; Dragon 
Answers : converting Tandy 
code for Dragon Basic ; 
modify ing Windows; LIST/ 
LUST protection; On Error 
Run fac ility; Winners and 
Losers: April comp; Dumps 
for Epson FX-80, Tandy Colou r 
Graph ics Printer ; Tan dy 
CGP-115 ; Write Adventure: 
descriptions and mov ing 
characters ; Adventure Trail: 
Total Eclipse, Juxtaposition , 
Aquanaut 471 ; Competition 
page: factors and number se
quences; The Answer : to the 
June comp; Communication; 
Adventure Contact. 

Th:ree more 
packages from 
Dragonfire 
DRAGONFIRE Services have 
come up with three new 
releases: a games pack and two 
utilities. 

Kids Pack 1 is two simple 
games on one cassette: Dam 
Attack is a shooting game 
'for the under 6-year-o lds.' 

Graphical Hangman , a version 
ot the old favourite that used to 
waste so much chalk, is design
ed to appeal to older players as 
well as kids. Over 1000words in 
the memory; £2 for two games. 

Smal/ Business Word Pro
cessor is designed for use in the 
home and by small businesses. 
Features include tabulation , 
user defined page configura
tion , and audio typist! It says 
here, although it does not say 
exactly what this means. Free 
typist with tape? Who knows. 
There are also the usual save, 
load, edit, print and view lune· 
lions. The package costs £4_ 

Small Business Telephone 
Driectory is adatabase program 
for strong names, addresses 
and phone numbers. Functions 
include view, edit , sort , add, 
delete, save, load. search and 
print in list or label format The 
package costs £4_ 

Dragonfire are also looking 
for fresh software to publish , 
and are offering royalties of bet
ween 15 and 33%. Send for 
details without obligation to 
Dragonfire Services, 13 Parry 
Jones Close, Blaina, Gwent 
NP3 3N H. Dragonfire Services 
also run Dragon Magazine. 

TURBOCHARGEVOURDRAGON: 

With our great value hardware and software: 

BASIC42 
Extended BASICfortheDragori64 

For Oragondos (please steteveraion) £14.95 

Run your Dragon in 64 K mode, while retaining BASIC 
and DOS. Printon hi-res screen, using standard PAI NT 
commands, and e screen layout of 24 rows of 42 
columns. Otherfe!lluresim;:lude: 

Al tern<!ti ve, redefinable character sets, control key lor 
spe-cialcharacters, repeating keys, and ocmmands in lower 
case, windows, CATCH command lor automatic relurn lO 
window, in,erted "ideo (green on black/black on green), 
true unde~ming and extra PA INT commands and 
function& 

LIBAAAYlistscommands and luncfons. Automaticslartup 
ol BASIC program. TEXT command 1or 5Dltware 
compatlbllrty. Still 23335 bytes lree to BASIC. Patches for 
Dragondos 1.0 Can load in eictra UTILITIES from disk: 

HELPUTILITY £5.00 
&tens10<1s to BASIC 42 ind ude change cursor chwacter. 
scroll disable, pause listing, BREAK disable, cmprO'>'ed 
TRON (allows single S19jlplng), [);)tailed help and error 
messag~ 

SPOOL UTILITY CS.00 
Use computer while printing. 3.51< print btltter TYPIST 
program turns Dragon Into typewriter. 

ICONS UTILITY £5.00 
Put Icons In yoor program• Controlled bycursoror"mouse' '. 
Commands to def100. Clear, load and save iCOfl positions 
and windows. 

STRUCTUR UTILITY £5.00 
Another rsl! Strue\ured BASIC °" the Dragon! Allows 
named procedures. improved loop controls by WHILE ... 
WE:ND. and REPEAT ... UNTIL etc. 

DOS UTILITY CS.00 
Mal<9 klencls m lh your DOSI Enter all the main DOS 
commands, pl lJS LI ST, EDIT etc., and select flies by cursor°' 
··mouse' '. 

* * * NEW *** 
KUK UTILITY £.14.95 
Poinl arid cl.ck opetation o1 en11re system by keyboard °' 
"mouse", with pull-C!Own menus, po1nl&1, dialogue box. 
oontrol bu11ons, and help messages. 

Selective directories, files as icons, repeating DOS 
commands. Improved WOid processor-like line editor wrth 
trace and pause lacili ties. Set-up module for easy control o1 
screen, windows, BA EAK key,etc. Desk op accessor;es: disk 
based spooler, memo pad, snapshot, jotter etc. Kl ik 6ASIC: 
writeyour ownWtndows, icons, pull-down menu programs. 

HARDWARE 
Superdo&Cartridg& £.75.00 
40180 Track Dri•es iric. Cartridge 

Single Dri•e(180-nOK) L189.95 
Dual Drive (360-1440K) £289.95 

Super<loseontroller(chip only) £10.00 

DISK SOFTWARE FOR DRAGON 321641128 

WITH DRAGON DOS/CU MANA DOS 2 .0 


" " NEW ' ' 
Pixie(Mindsoft) £14.95 
lcon-d1iven d1awingprogram. Requires joysticl<. 

OSKOREAM (Grosvenor) £19.95 
TM standard Dragon EditOl/AssemOler 

Cheques/P.O.'s/Further details/dealer enquiries to : 

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE 
""" 49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW3 4HP Tel: (01) 570 8335 

O.R.S (Grosvenor) t9.95 
Machme oode database program 

SOU RCEMAKER (Pamcomms) l'.8.50 
Disassembler IOr use w1th DSKDREAM 
DISK-KIT (Pamcomms) l'.9.95 
Sort out your di problems 

MACGOWAN SOFTWARE 
PRINTER CONTROL" FROM £19.95 
Atext AND graphics processor 

DUMPER" FROM £5.45 
Relocatablesc een dumpprog am 
COLOR PRINT' FROM £6.SO 
PM ode 3 screen dump pmgram 

' • NEW 
STARLITE LIGHTPEN S/W" CASS £7.00 
Upgradeonclud9Sscteendump DISK £8.00 
MONITOR/ASSEMBLER' CASS £12.00 
Printer orientated DlSK £15.00 

•P•ices vary acCQrding to printer: please Sj)e-city. 

MONEYBOX (Harris) L14.99 
Home and small business accounts 
MAILBOX (Ha rris) C16.99 
Selective mailing list program 

SHAREBOX (Harris) £16.99 
Manage your S(OCks and shares' 

SALESBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Balance BIF Sal9S Ledger ' 
BILLSBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Balance Bli: Purchase Ledger 

CASHBOX (Harris) £19.99 
Dooble-eniry Nominal Ledger 
STOCKBO.X (Harris) £1 9.99 
Ful~leaturoo S1ocK Control 
OROERBOX (Harris) £16.!Hl 
I n'<'Oicu>g linked to Sales or Stock 
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New software for review should be sent to Dragon User . 
12-13 Little Newport Street . London WC2H 7PP.DragonS 0 ft 

Trapped in a castle with The Mad Cook 

Title: The King 's Quest 
Supplier: Simon Hargrave, 
Crawley Hill Farm , Uley, 
Dursley, Glos. GL11 5BH 
Price: £5.00 

THIS is the second in a series of 
four adventures by the Solver 
himself. Knowing that he hasn't 
even solved the fourth one 
himself without cheating sug
gests that the others might not 
be exact ly simple. 

After a few loading problems 
at my end (young Hargrave's 
probably sending someone 
round with a large mallet to beat 
up my cassette player at th is 
moment) the game will load and 
run automatical ly and then 
you 're free to roam the castle 
mainly at your leisure. 

In thia.program you play the 
role of Kurgan who is still trying 
to get home after being helped 
in Starcrash (the first tit le in the 
series) and who has now got 
himself trapped in a vast cast le. 
Your job is obviously to free this 

hopeless character, although 
this is easier said than done. 

Your first location is the cour
tyard from where you can go 
north, south or along a narrow 
side passage. Other rooms 
nearby incudestables, kitchen 
and library all with their sprinkl
ing of potentially useful objects 
for you to get hold of. 

Then its upwards via a 
'magnificent staircase' to a floor 
of bedrooms and wardrobes. 
Also on this floor is the tower of 
Minos which has within it ob
jects like a gold key and brass 
trumpet , but it is decept ively 
easy to get lost in the mists. 

The tower of Minos is easily 
accessible on the Eastern side 
of the first floor, but your 
passage tot he Western tower is 
blocked, an inscription on the 
wall reading 'a noisy flame in 
reverse' - to progress into the 
tower simply solve the riddle. 

To succeed in this game the 
art of solving riddles is not the 
only skill requ ired , but also 

strategical tactics. For instance 
there are var ious violent 
characters wandering about the 
castle such as the Mad Cook 
and the Prince who will fre
quently come lurching at you . 
Tactics are needed here to 
decide whether your strength 
quota is enough for you to defeat 
the bounder or whether to flee 
as quickly as possible 
although you also lose your 
possessions. One person who 
is s l ightly he lpful is the 
Philosopher, although he also 
disappears too quickly. 

As well as your strength other 
RingofDarkness-style features 
are the fact that you need a 
minimum score and experience 
level to win, although it has to be 
stressed that these minimums 
are not the maximums. Weight 
is another problem - not the 
size of your stomach , but how 
much you are allowed to carry. 
Some objects naturally weigh 
more than others, such as the 
anvil found in the first location 

which weighs 2000of a possible 
3000 units, not leaving your 
hands free to carry much else. 

The only problems with the 
game are the short time you are 
given for your responses, the 
'time passes' message often 
appearing while you 're entering 
a command; the text has not 
been redesigned , but this can 
hardly be called a fault. 

Otherwise there's not a lot 
wrong with th is game. One par
ticularly useful feature is the 
'Vl ist' command which displays 
on screen all available verbs, 
thus helping you find the right 
phasewhen you know what you 
want to do but can't find a way to 
do it. This feature is just one in
dication of how much time and 
thought the author has put into 
th is well designed game wh ich 
is well worth tak ing a look at. 

Philip Stott 

Follow the road from The Solver's Arms to Purley 

Title: The Quest For The 
Meaning Of Life 
Supplier: Simon Hargrave, 
Crawley Hill Farm , Uley, 
Dursley, Glos. GL11 SBH. 
Price: £5.00 

NUMBER three from Hargrave 
esquire - he's getting as 
devoted to writing adventures 
as he is to solving them . 

Starcrash wasn't too hard for 
about the fi rst 74 locations; The 
Kings Quest wasn't too difficu lt 
until all and sundry started at
tacking you. This latest quest 
isn'ttoo hard until about the first 
location (it's a good job the 
author also supplies solution 
sheets, although I haven't 
resorted to them yet - em
phasis on yet) . 

What sets this apart from the 
previous two games is that here 
Tanglewoodesquely you have 
not one but four characters to 
contro l all of which have their 
own skills and aptitudes. You 
can switch between these 
characters by use of the 'per
sona' command and each can 

do such things as eating and 
sleeping with problems that can 
require not just one but two of 
the characters to solve them. 
The quartet can also split up and 
go their separate ways by using 
the command 'wait '. 

The game begins in the 
'Solvers Arms' public house 
with a landlord called Thhyhr 
(poor chap) . Unfortunately, your 
characters start getting 
philosophical and are told to 
disappear into the night . So off 
your characters trek with odd ar
ticles like a crowbar tucked into 
a handbag and with four con
trollab le characters you have 
four times as many hands and 
pockets. 

So out into the world you go 
onto the A47 (luxurious setting 
for an adventure) on the 'seem
ingly endless road to Purley' 
(and a long and chilly road that 
one is too - Ed.) with only a 
policebox in sight. Now that 
police box is bound to be useful, 
isn't it? 

After ignoring the first rule of 
advertising - to examine 

everything - I eventually 
managed to find the meeting 
place by disappearing down a 
nearby manhole and reappear
ing in a park. 

Lurking in this park is a wall of 
worms (thats what it says!) and 
a row of marching hammers 
(that's what it says again!). In
deed there is a mad sense of 
humour apparent through out 
thegameslightlyreminiscentof 
that old devil The Cricklewood 
Incident except that it is harder 
and more playable. 

There are only fifty locations 
here, less than in the previous 
two games, although each 
seems to be unique ratherthan 
certain repeated ones as in Star
crash. As the game is more 
complex though , the reduction 
in locations is natural. 

The Vlist command is here 
again revealing : 49commands 
this time all of which can be 
entered in three letters, for ex
ample 'transfer ' "' Tra. As with 
The King's Quest. the game is 
written in real time and therefore 
if you ponder too long , 'life 

passes you by ' wi ll flash up on 
screen . If the pace is too quick, 
though, you can always 'hold ' 
and mop your brow. 

There is however no ·score' 
feature so you can see how lit
tle of the game you have manag
ed to complete, especially when 
you 're not sure what you have to 
discover to end your search. 

So that's the thi rd in the 
series, not as easy to get im
mersed in as The King's Quest 
but more complex and 
challenging, certainly not a 
game to knock off in a couple of 
evenings. As for a rating it's pro
bably 4 like King's Quest, but as 
I only gave that four dragons, I 'II 
give this five in the hope it will 
induce you the reader to keep 
buying software. The next in the 
series has randomly placed ob
jects, like Madness and the 
Mindtaur-1 can't even manage 
the ones where the objects are 
static. Philip Stott 
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Write to 'The Expert · at Dragon User Expert's Arcade Arena 12-13LittleNewportst
London WC2H ?PP . 

GREETINGS, viewers. Let me start by 
saying that I hope you are all about to have 
a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, 
though I haven't had a single Christmas 
present from you (probably because it's 
only November. but that's not the issue. is 
it?) 

Moving swiftly to an apology from me 
{yes, I do hand them out occasionally 
make a note in your diaries), without my 
fingers crossed , I must say that I'm sorry 
that the Arena has been on the air 
somewhat irregularly recently, but fear 
not, for I'm here for another series 
(however long) . Don't forget to tune in 
every month . 

All this crawling is leading up to an 
appeal. I've finally got a 'round tu it' and 
decided to broadcast some requests for 
help on behalf of myself and (mostly) my 
devoted public. If you can offer any solu
tions, then please send them in. My 
postman has now recovered from his her
nia, and gloats as he walks past the 
hospital without even delivering a single 
entry form for the Readers Digest Prize 

' Pr.aw. The warehouse I bought last year to 
store all your letters in is now so empty that 
I've rented it out to film Michae l Jackson 
videos in! 

So, below in glorious technicolour black 
and white is the list of essentials that I'd like 
you , my loyal servants, to help with if you 
can: 

Expert pleads 
1) An answer to the question: 'What does 
Eddie do, on completing level 5 of Back 
Track '? 

2) Does Universe II of Total Eclipse really 
exist? 

3) A program using the information of so 
many years ago (DU November 1986, to be 
exact) concerning the way screens are 
stored on Chuckie Egg , to make a screen 
designer. 

4) What are the codes at the end of 
each screen on Time Bandit? (Sounds 
fami liar!) 

5) AmapofJetSetWil/y//. lbelievethatthis 
isn 't an official game, so don't try to buy it , 
but there seem to be mill ions of copies in 
circulation. 

6) A list of the information that you receive 
while playing the game section on The Death 
Mines of Sirius. 

7) Any POKES at all for any of the following: 
Mud Pies, Ugh.I, Glaxxons, Cashman, 
Screaming Abdabs, Superkid, Electron, 
Miser's Dream. 

8) More maps. How about one for Module 
Man? 

9) The official solution to Escape. 

10) A way of upgrading the old Boris the 
Bold to the better version without powsr 
surges. 

Not too hard 
Now, if all or any of that lot's too hard for 
you , how about something you can all 
answer, regardless of IQ, HQ, nosiness, 
etc.? Th is is your chance to vdte in the 
event of the year, The E.xpert's Trlvlal 
Software Survey. 

All you need to do is copy out the 
questions below, along with your answers, 
of course, and send them to the usual 
address, where the editor will get them 
muddled up with the competition entries. 
They will then be forwarded to me and 
evaluated by my own fair hand, with a little 
help from Giveup', my computer. 

You may send in as many entries as 
you like, so long as you use a different 
name, address and style of handwriting for 
each . 

Here are the immortal categories for 
which you must nominate a winner: 

1) Best arcade game fort he Dragon-from 
the year dot to 1988. What has been your 
favourite game? 

2) Worst Arcade game - yes, I want to 
know what is the most utterly atrocious 
game in the history of the Dragon. 

3) Favourite Programmer-you could say 
it'sa little unfairtosingleout someone as the 
best Dragon programmer, but thereare a lot 
of good programmers out there, and it's 
about time those who've beenworking the 
hardest should get some credit. Here's a few 
suggestions: Kenneth Kalish is well known 
for games such as Invaders' Revenge, 
Danger Ranger, Escape, Phantom Slayer, 
Devil Assault, Cuthbert in the Jungle, and 
more. 

Best Programmes 
Roy Coates has produced some good 
games - Manic Miner, Jet Set Willy, Bean 
Stalkeretc. More recently, Jason Falcus has 
made a name for himself with titles such as 
Miser's Dream (which we are still trying to 
obtain copies offrom Microvision - Ed.) and 
Eddie Steady Go. John Martin is another 
faithful choice, famous for Moon Cresta and 
Jet Boot Colin . 

There are many programmers to vote for, 
but why don't we see their names on 
adverts? Usually just the name of the game, 
and the softwre house appears, which 
brings me to the next category: 

4) Best Software House - I considered 
splitting this into two parts, those surviving 
and those who have given up, but decided 
to make it a mixed bag. Here are a few ideas: 
Microdeal (Airball, The King, Time Bandit, 

Speed Racer, all the Cuthberts) , Incentive 
(Moon Cresta, Ket Trilogy, Back Track, Eddie 
Steady Go), Quickbeam (Superkid, Shao/in 
Master; Fire Force, the Dickie series) , Tom 
Mix (Cuber, Buzzard Bait, Electron, Kater
pillar II) , Blaby (Olympia, Boulder Crash, 
Kama-Karzy, Kung Fu) .Don'tforgetofcourse 
Hewson, Salamander, Peaksoft, Design 
Design, Morrison Micros, Melbourne 
House, and Mastertronic (oh, sorry, 
misprint. Did I say Mastertronic? I meant to 
say Software Projects) who have all produc· 
ed some great games. 

5) What's the most annoying aspect of 
any game? For example, the fact that 
you can't play Hungary Horace without 
cheating, you can't use a joystick for 
Olympia , and you lose all your lives 
if you die at a monster 's start position 
on Jet Set Willy. 

6) Most underrated game - which game 
was under advertised, undersold, but is 
really good? Here are a few ideas: Beam 
Rider; Pogo Jo, Hotel on Mayfair, Darts, Ice 
Castles, BC Bill. 

7) Most overrated game - which game 
turned out to be least like its adverts? My 
suggestions would be Hunchback, Drone 
Datatank, Space Shuttle, Module Man . 

8) The game you would most like to see 
converted for the Dragon - there are a lot 
of good arcade games not yet in Dragon 
versions. Whal would you most oike to be 
zapping to by th is time next year? For 
example, Chuckie Egg II (various com
puters), Phoenix (arcade). 

9) Best music to zap to. Type AUDIO ON 
before you load/EXEC a game, then insert 
a music cassette during play, and you 
should be able to 'zap away' with a musical 
accompaniment. This is a long standing 
question and should be resolved once and 
for all 

10) Program which you would most like to 
see hacked-writeandtell me which game 
you would most like a cheat for and I'll 
challenge the many hackers out thereto see 
who can come up with the goods first. 

11) Best game printed in DU - there have 
been some great games such as Flee Flea, 
Cupid, Atom Hunt printed in DU. Which is 
your favourite? (By the way, how about some 
hacks fo r games printed in DU?) 

Expert answers 
So, there are the questions. Send off your 
answers·to reach DU as soon as you can , 
and I will do something about them as soon 
as I can. 

That's all for this month. Thanks for all 
your letters, keep them coming h I'll be back 
next month with the usual hints and tips. 
Goodbye. 
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Introducing Modems 

Ken G. Smith takes the computer to the phone 

NEVER in the short history of micro
computers has a peripheral created more 
interest than the modem . The word 'hacker' 
entered the language and headlines were 
made by people leaving naughty messages 
in VIPs' electronic mailboxes. A young 
hacker in America managed to get into the 
Pentagon mainframe and was arrested by 
the FBI , orsothestorygoes. Holywoodtook 
the fantasy one stage further in the fi lm War 
Games, with visions of a nuclear war being 
accidental ly started by a young man with a 
micro. So much desire has it created thatfor 
some people it is the first gadget they buy. 
For those of us that for one reason or another 
have only just joined theon-line set or more 
importantly those who are considering Join
ing, I hopethisarticlewill helpyoutofindout 
what a modem is, what it can do for you and 
what you can do with ii. 

How it works 
When it comes to computers, the advertis
ing people seem to fall into the trap of assum
ing that we are all experts, so the first job is 
to explain briefly how the modem works. The 
name is an abbreviation of 'modulator/ 
demodulator', and what it does is to 
transform the binary ones and zeros into 
sound frequencies in a similar way to that 
used by the cassette port . The system uses 
a higher pitch for a one and a lower pitch for 
a zero. Using this system the computer 
transmits its information down the phone 
line and reverses the operation, converting 
the sound waves into ones and zeros, to 
receive. The rate at which this data is ex
changed is called the baud rate and is 
quoted in bits per second , one bit being a 
single one or zero. Baud rates are being 
quoted less and less these days and are be
ing replaced by 'V' numbers, wh ich at first 
sight seem even more confusing; a brief 
guide follows: 

V21 : baud rate 300 receive and transmit , 
very popularwith modem users in America 
and early users here, now losing ground to 
V23. 

V2.2: baud rate 1200 send and receive, little 
used at present but gaining popularity. 

V22bis : this is a business users' system for 
people whose time is money, and sends and 
receives at 2400 bit per second. 

V23: often quoted as 1200!75. Th is is the 
most popular system. Receiving at 1200 
baud and tranmitting at 75, it is used by most 
view data systems and many bulletin 
boards. 

Full duplex: This is a must for a truly inter
active system and I do not know of any 

modems that do not have at least one full 
duplex mode. Some will operate full duplex 
in V23 and half duplex in V22. The difference 
is most easily explained by comparing the 
difference between the telephone and a two 
way radio. On the telephone, both users can 
talk at the same time, interrupt each other 
and even argue(full duplex), whereas on two 
way radio, one operater must give an end of 
message signal and cease tranmission 
before the other can speak (half duplex). In 
fact , with a half duplex system, if both par
ties try to transmit at the same time nobody 
gets anything , just with the radio. Adver
tisements sometimes use 'Full Duplex'as a 
means of indicating that the machine will 
send and receive at the same baud rate, at 
the same time. 

Xmodem: this is a protocol governing the 
way information is transmitted and receiv
ed . It makes data transmission more reliable 
(not infall ible) , and allows your Dragon to talk 
to any other machine. As long as they are 
both using the same baud rate and the same 
protocol any make of computer can con
verse with any other. Most bulletin boards 
operate on Xmodem system. 

Auto-dial : speaks for itself really, as it 
enables you to keep a personal phone direc
tory on your computer. Once programmed , 
the machine will call anyone you tell it to call , 
wh ich also means that you do not need a 
phone to operate your modem. 

Auto answer: also self explanatory, only 
necessary if you want to run your own 
bulletin board. It is important to remember 
that a modem is operated through the 
RS232 port so if you have a Dragon 32 you 
will need an input/output cartridge with th is 
facility. 

At th is stage of the gameyou need to decide 
why you want to get 'on-line'. If your aim is 
world domination by Friday, forget it. The 
military have switched all their important 
data onto microwave transmissions, and if 
you can afford to intercept them then you 
probably didn't buy a Dragon. Erasing the 
balance on your credit card is not as easy as 
some might think; it takes a lot of time and 
knowhow to penetrate such a system, and 
if you arecapableof doingthatthen you are 
probably not going to bother read ing th is ar
ticle. Anyone searching for a reason to get 
on line really need look no further than elec
tronic mail. There are several systems 
available at the moment with more to come. 

Viewdata 
These usually operate on Viewdata, wh ich 
in addition to text , also gives a limited 
graphics capabil ity. To use, these sytems 
you will need to be in PMODE4, so no 

colour is available. However, if like me you 
use a black and white television and a single 
colour printer, then colour is of little conse
quence. Most systems will have a local 
number for you to call, the host computer 
directing your message to the recipients 
mailbox. When he next uses the sytem he 
will be told that there is a message waiting . 
He can read an reply immediately or save it 
to disc to be dealt with later. 

Bulletin boards 
Another useful pursuit comes with the use 
of local bulletin boards. These normally 
operate on an Asci i scrolling screen prin 
cipal , using the normal rext screen with file 
transfer underthe XMODEM protocol. Here 
you will find sales and want ads, programs 
for you to download, a place to airyourviews 
to the world and above all a lot of people will
ing to help each other just for the pleasure 
of doing it. Some boards wil l expect some 
form of subscription but most are tree. Many 
special interest groups set up thei r own 
boards. My local one was set up with den
tists in mind but the systems operator or 
sysop doesn't mind people with other in
terests using it. 

The adventurers among us will love 
another faci lity that is available to modem 
users, namely MUD. Short for Multi-User 
Dungeon game this is similar to Dungeons 
andDragonsor an adventure game but this 
time you are not just playing against the 
computer. Everyone that plays the game has 
their own identity within the game and the 
participants play againsteachotherwith the 
computer acting as referee. There is usual
ly a subscription to pay first butto the harden
ed adventurer, the infinite variation will make 
that worthwhile. Armed with this knowledge 
and the fact that some of the long standing 
bulletin boards sti ll use V21 , you should be 
in a position to decide wh ich device you want 
to buy. 

Software 
Once you have sett led on which modem to 
buy, you wi ll need the software to drive it. If 
you are lucky, it comes with the machine, but 
there are fewer people writing for the Dragon 
these days and if you want a particular 
modem, you might have to go elsewhere for 
the software to drive it. There are two dif· 
ferent levels generally available. The fi rst is 
somewhat bas~c. which is not to say that it 
isn't very useful. It would normally consist of 
two or more programs. Firstly there would be 
a Viewdata system; th is would give you all 
the Viewdata graphics and text on a forty 
column screen. All messages wou ld have to 
be entered via the keyboard while on line 
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and to save messages you would have to There is one tale that is certainly no myth, nothing out of it save the satisfaction of 
save the whole screen to disc. The Ase ii pro namely that a modem can get you in a whole helping the rest of us. So before you log off 
gram for bulletin boards would operate on lot of trouble, especially if you are notthe one leave a message for the sysop to tell him 
the standard 32x16 screen which can mean that pays the phone bill. The last thing that what you think of this board . It might make 
some very rapid scrolling since most boards you want is to come home and find all your his day. 
operate on a40by24. The result of this is that equipment has been sold to settle up wittl 
each line on the board will occupy two lines BT.So study your phone book , make note of Below Ihave listed some numbers you might 
on the screen. All incoming data can be all the codes marked Land use those in find useful : 
stored in a buffer and saved to disc or tape preference to others. Also, check all those 
at regular intervals. This is sort of software with a charge code a or bl, these are your 6809 Board 1200!75 01-316-7402 24hrs 
you would expect to find bundled with your reserves. Keep the time down and you Walley 300/300 0909-773564 Sat-Thu 
modem and is best described as adequate. should be 01<? .Any code with a charge code 2100-0500 

---"'-----'~ ~ Q 

At the other end of the scale there is the 
system that only runs under Flex or OS-9 
and supports auto dial, allows you to prepare 
messages before going on-line and allows 
incoming data to be diverted to the disc drive 
to be read later. With this system , you even 
get a 51x24 display on theAscii program . 
However the price does tend to put you off 
somewhat. The real tragedy is there does 
not seem to be anyth ing in between . A 
system that would run under BASIC42 or 
Edit+ for instance. The only advice I can give 
is get the best you can afford . 

Crossword 


bis going to cost you about a pound for 10 
minutes during an off peak period. If the 
board you use has a cost so far facil ity, then 
use it frequently, and keep a rate of ther run
nign totals over the weeks. 

Well I hope this has helped any of you con
templating going on-line and so that once 
you have got your modem you will also have 
someone to call I have included some us.efu l 
numbers. One last th ing to mention before 
I go is that most of the people that operate 
bulletin boards have invested a lot of money 
and time on their system. They invariably get 

BSS09 3001300 1200/75 0705-736025 
0705-736025 
DBBS 300/300 0376-518818 24hrs 
TUG 11 300/300 1200!75 021-444-1484 

All these boards have Dragon sections. A list 
of boards can be found on two 'Distel ' boards 
01-679-1888 for 300/300 and 01-679-6183 for 
1200!75. 

You can contact me at MB207 on the 6809 
board or leave a message on 0227-276162. 

The second great month of the Dragon Crossword. We 
have no reports of your verbal veracity yet , because. 
despite the legend (now you know why it's called a 
legend) on the front cover, it is still November here in 
Little Newport Street , none of you have seen the 
crossword, and only the practising telepaths have 
re pl ied. 

Don't forget that there will be a couple of free tapes 
from the Editor's Magic Bottomless Box for the first cor
rect entries to reach us each month. You can even try 
te lling us which tapes you 'd like in an ideal world . No 
promises. It all depends on what we have in stock. 

And you don't have to cut upyourOragon Usereither 
- heaven forbid! Entries can be written out on a 
photostat or a plain piece of paper, as long as we can 
read 'em . 

And no tie-breakers! 

1. Put your jewellery into fortiticationsl (3, 7) 
2. Bird in Lincoln Green? (5,4) 
3. Dirty things, ie dumps (7) 
4. Is the Enterprise one? (5,7) 
5. Her young char told you he's starving (6,6) 
6. Does it fight its battles on the underground? (7,4) 
7. A sign of two pawnbrokers plus two (9) 
8. Did Van Gogh become one? (5,7) 
9. Nigel and Alain are both in it (5.4) 

10. Gender and rag ran a risky job in Yellowstone Park! 
(6,6) 

11. Nose to cram into lunar rise (4,6) 
12. Attack on Satan? (5,7) 
13. Rock spot hero alarms a solder! (5,7) 

DRAGON QlTIZ 

%~J 

~~~' 


¥ . 
by T~rry and Derek Prabyn 

All this month's 
answers are names of 
Dragon software. 
When the crossword is 
complete, the column 
marked with an arrow 
will spell out a phrase. 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
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Pamcodes 

Pam Djlrcy continues her introduction to machine codes 

I trust that no difficulties were encountered 
in displaying your name in the top left posi
tion oflhe screen. My own program is shown 
in listing one. 

I wonder if any readers thought 'why not 
poke the name direct to the text screen area 
(fixed at $400-$5FF on the Dragon) using 
LDA/STA instructions?' Using the 'output a 
character' ROM call $800C has many 
benefits in that it carries out some functions 
that would otherwise need to be performed 
within our programs. For instance, if you 
'poked' a 'P ' directly into the top left screen 
location ($400): 

LDA ll'P 
STA S400 
ATS 

- in Basic, POKE&H400,ASC("P"), a 
capital P would appear. However, only the @ 
symbol , capital letters and a few other shift+ 
characters retain their original values 
(deciniarASC values, or character codes, 
64-95) when being displayed . All other 
characters have adjustments made to their 
values to match the needs of the hardware 
display chips in the machine. I didn't use 
lower case characters in the display of my 
name for cleverness, but to make this point I 
Poking a lower case character into the top 
left of the screen does not result in the 
reversed screen (green on black) of 
character a ... 

CLS (else the result may be scrolled off the 
top by the OK display after the POKE 
command) 

POKE &H400,ASC("a") 

(quick memory jogger for those who need 
it - lower case- reverse screen - letters 
are obtained from the keyboard by holding 
down shift and pressing zero, after typing in 
req uired reversed characters , repeat 
shift+O to return to normal display mode). 

If that results in !, what does 
POKE&H401 ,ASC(" !") give? The technical 
reasons for th is are discussed in the book 
Inside the Dragon, page 159. As well as 
carrying out such character code conver
sions, $800C acts as appropiate when it 
receives an 'end of line' or carriage return 
($OD) character - that is clears the rest of 
the line to spaces and sets the next print 
position to the start of the next line. It also 
takes care of scrolling the text screen up one 
line if the last screen positioA is being used 
($5FF). 

Keyboard input 
Most programs will not be using fixed data 
as above but will be dealing with information 
held on a fi le or being input from the 
keyboard . We can then substitute printing 
the fixed characters of a name by printing 
name (and other) data as it is input from the 
keyboard. The program needs to be able to 

determine when input is complete, so that 
it can return to Basic, so you can choose 
what condition determines thatfo r you. For 
example, I shall use a press of the ENTER 
key. 

As with displaying a character on the text 
screen, there is a ROM routine that can ·be 
used to obtain keypresses. This is at address 
$8006. It puts the ASC (henceforth ascii) 
value of the keypress in register A. If there 
was no keypress, register A will be set to null 
($00) . Listing two clears screen and prints 
keypresses until ENTER is pressed. I shall 
be dealing with branch instruct ions 
(BEQ/BNE) in a moment. 

Line 30 causes a jump back to the 'get a 
character' ROM call if there was no 
keypress. This forms a 'loop' of code that is 
repeated ad nauseum until the exit condition 
is met (in this instance, a key is pressed). 
Line 40 prints the keypress if it is a printable 
value (for example, left arrow still deletes a 
character; break is ignored etc). Line 50 
checks for the terminating condition -
CoMParethe contents ot register A with the 
actual ascii value fort he carriage instruction 
at label GETKEY (Branch Not Equal) . Th is 
is a further loop of code that continues until 
its exit cond ition is met (enter key pressed) . 

Listing 1 

EXFECTED 

If there is a program error preventing the exit 
condition being met. for example, above 
comparing the keypress with a value that 
can be input, the program simply sits there, 
looping away round the code - it never gets 
tired! The break key panic button of Basic 
programs is ineffective in machine code 
we're on our own -so tight loops can only 
be broken by pressing the RESET button . 

Unique labelling 
In Basic programs, GOTOs and GOSUBs 
alwaysjumptoaunique location - the line 
number - which cannot , obviously, be 
duplicated in a program (the Basic editor 
overwrites the original line on any subse
quent input of the same line number). 
Assembly source uses our own label names 
for moving around programs. Label names 
must be unique or the program will not know 
which location to use; duplicate names are 
usually detected at the assembly stage. but 
the error message may not be very clever 
the likes of 'phasing error' or 'redefined sym
bol' (label names are usually referred to as 
symbols in assemblers) are often caused by 
accidentally duplicating a name in the label 
column. 

The next screen position maintained by 

SOURCE CODE 
GENERATED LINE LABEL MNEMONIC OPERAND 
OBJECT core NLMBER 

BOBA 77 10 GO JSR $BA77 
86 50 20 
BO 80 OC 30 
86 61 40 
BO 80 OC 50 
86 60 60 
BO 80 OC 70 
39 80 

90 

LOA #'P 
JSR $800C 
LDA #'a 
JSR $800C 
LOA /I'm 
JSR $800C 
RTS 

Listing2 I 

EXPECTED SOURCE CODE 
GENERATED LINE LABEL MNEMONIC OPERAND 
OBJECT CODE NlMBER 

BOBA 77 10 GO 
BO 80 06 20 GET.KEY 
27 FB 30 
BO 80 OC 40 
81 OD 50 
26 FA 60 
39 70 

80 

JSR 
JSR 
BEQ 
JSR 
CMPA 
BNA 
RTS 

$BA77 
$8006 
GETKEY 
$800C 
#$OD 
GETKEY 

I 
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the Rom rout ine $800C may also be known 
as a 'text screen pointer' or 'current cursor 
address' and is held in the two bytes at 
ad dress $88,$89. The content of th is pointer 
is another address - the next text screen 
address to be used for display. When the 
screen is cleared (CLS). the content of this 
pointer is reset to the first address of the text 
screen ($400). When the text screen has 
been scrolled up one line, the content of the 
pointer is reset to contain the address of the 
start of the last line of the screen , $5EO. 
Receipt of carriage return characters 
causes it to be set to the address of the start 
of the next line, subject to a scroll condition 
being encountered. Unless any of these 
special cases are met, display of a character 
causes the address in the text screen pointer 
to be incremented by 1. Unlike the graphics 
display, even in machine code. the position 
of the text screen is fixed at $400-$5FF. 

To display text ata specific point on the text 
screen (Basic PRINT@ statement) , the ap
propriate address can be calculated and 
stored in the text pointer prior to calling the 
ROM routine$800C. There is one print posi
tion per byte, so the @ value should be add
ed to the text screen start address,, e.g . 
PRINT@256 is $400+256, or $400+$100, 
so to print a name as input @256 could ap
pear as in listing three. 
·· What $800C does not do ischeck that the 
content of the pointer is between $400..$5 FF 
before it displays the next character (why 
sould it cross check something that it is in 
charge of?). As in all machine code (or Basic 
POKE) manipulation of Basie's workspace 

locations, the ROM interpreter is expecting 
everything to be valid so weird resu lts may 
occur if we step out of line - it cannot 
distinguish between accidental or deliberate 
sabotage!AsZI have said , weareonourown 
in machine code. Thisalsoallows us to cheat 
the system when ii suits us! 

Branching out 
The condition code register (CCR) was 
mentioned in the last issue as being one of 
the single byte registers on the Dragon. 
Each of the eight bi ts has a specific task and 
the execution or otherwise of a branch 
instruction depends upon current setting of 
one or more of these bits, or flags, at that 
moment. Some instructions affect some of 
these flags ; others none. In general , we 
should be able to manage without gory 
detail. 

As with the instructions in general , some 
are used much more frequently than others 
- and others almost never. It rea lly does 
depend upon the nature of the program . A 
common problem with branch instructions 
is using a signed branch when an unsign· 
ed one should have been used - discussed 
in a moment. One of my greatest program
ming aids is having copied out table one 
onto a postcard for instant access. 

There are also BEQ (Branch on EOual) 
and BNE (Branch Not Equal) that act in
dependently of signed/unsigned condi
tions. BEQ is also a 'branch if zero' instruc· 
tion with BNE itscomplement, 'branch if not 
zero'. 

Listing 3 
EXPECTED 
GENERA TED LINE 
OBJECT CODE NlMBER 

BD BA 77 10 
cc 05 00 14 
00 88 17 

LABEL 


GO 


BD 80 06 20 GETKEY 
27 FB 30 
BD 80 OC 40 

I 81 OD 50 

26 FA 60 

39 70 


80 

-

Listing 4 

OBJECT EXffiCTED 
ADORE.SS GENERATED LINE 

$ OBJECT CODE NlMBER 
I 

5001 BD BA 77 
5004 cc 05 00 
5007 DDO 88 
5009 BD 80 06 
500C 27 FB 
500E BD 80 OC 
5011 81 OD 
5013 27 03 
5015 7E 50 09 
5018 39 
5019 

10 
14 
17 
20 
30 
40 
50 
60 
65 
70 
80 

SOURCE CODE 
M~ONIC OPE.RAND 

JSR $BA77 
LDD li$500 
STD $88 
JSR $8006 
BEQ GETKEY 
JSR $800C 
Cl\l\PA f..!$OD 
BNE GETKEY 
RTS 

SOURCE CODE 
LABEL MNEMONIC OPERAfID 

GO 

GETKEY 

STOP 

JSR $BA77 
LOO 1!$500 
STD $88 
JSR $!006 
BEQ GETKEY 
JSR $800C 
CMPA 1!$0D 
BEQ STOP 
JMP GETKEY 
RTS 

TABLE OF BRANCH INSTRUCTIONS 

SIGNEDUNSIGNED EQUIVALENT 
BGE BHS/BCC/(BPL) 
BGT BHI 
BLE BLS 
BLT BLO/BCS/(BMI) 
BVC 
BVS 

You can probably self determine the con
ditions of many of the above branch in
structions - Greater/Equal; Greater Than ; 
Less/Equal ; Less Than; the V instructions 
are the less frequent oVerflow C lear/oVerflow 
Set- they probably won't be dealt with ex
cept in passing al the end of the series. On 
the unsigned side are High/Same; Carry 
Clear; Plus; High; Lower/Same; LOwer: 
Carry Set; Minus. The BPL and BMI instruc
tions are shown in brackets as there are cer
tain cond itions when they will give a false 
condition because of OVERFLOW interven
ing. Generally, alter arithmetic on signed 
numbers. use their equivalent signed com
parison instructions. 

Also m the branch range are BRA 
(BRanch Always) : BAN (BRanch Never 
of little practical use - it 'maintains the 
symmetry of the instruction set ' - al l the 
branch instructions have complementary 
pairings - BLT/BGE etc. BSR (Branch to 
SubRoutine) completes the branch 
instructions. 

The branch instructions, including BSA , 
generate position independent code - that 
is if you take the source code that we have 
been using so far in this series, apart from 
the likes of ROM calls being to a fixed pos i
tion , the same, saved object code will work 
whether reloaded al, say, S5001 or $6600or 
$EABC (the latter for Dragon 64 users who 
have mapped ROM to RAM while retaining 
32K mode). This is because our ·goto' in· 
structions have al l been of the posi tion in
dependent nature of the branch instruc
tions, as opposed to JuMP. Un like some 
machines. there are no conditional JuM Pin
structions on the Dragon (but we do have 
goodies that other machines haven' t got). 
so. for illustrative purposes. Isha ll adjust the 
second loop ex it code of the above as in 
listing four. 

II th e object code is saved (CSAVEM 
''NAME" &H5001 ,&H5001) and loaded 
some time in the future at its 'default ' ad
dress (address the code was saved from) 
and is executed , it wi ll run correctly. 
However, if it is loaded elsewhere in the 
machine, un less the first keypress 1s 
< enter >. the instruction in line 65, JMP 
GETKET, is of the extended mode(==actual 
address) type discussed in last month's ar
ticle, and the address generated w1thi n the 
object code, S5009, will be branched to 
REGARDLESS OF THE PROGRAM 'S 
CURRENT LOAD ADDRESS, leading to 
potenti al disaster. 

The branch instructions are so useful as 
they generate code that says 'branch to the 
instruction at+ or-anumberofbytesfrom 
this instruction '. Some assemblers permit 

Continued on page 24 
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Music extender 

David Makin presents an upgrade on his program Music Maker 

Fl AST of all a couple of tips for using Music 
Maker: 

1. When using the 'Alter a particular note' 
option, middle Chas a numerical value of 52, 
Can octave higher 64 and Can octave lower 
40. 

2. For those of you with a DOS, you can run 
Music Maker with the DOS attached by 
loading it using POKE&HBC,6:CLOADM in
stead of just CLOADM . 

Of course, now that Music Maker has been 
out for a while, I have found several ways of 
improving the machine code tunes it pro
duces, which are: 

1. Stori ng the tune data in an improved 
form, resu lting in a large memory saving 
(typically more than 60%). 

2. Allowing several tunes to be put in the 
same program . 

3. Using different sample waveforms 
on each channel, allowing a variety of 
different tones wh ich may be altered for 
ditferent1unes. 

The listings give a total of six programs, 
incorporated respectively in listings 1, 2 
and 3, 4 , 5 and 6, 7 , 8 and 9. First type 
in and save the three machine code 'source' 
programs, listings 2 or 3, 5 or 6 and 8 or 9. 
Note : those of you using DASM replace > 
with and vice-versa in the assembler source 
code. 

Next type in and save 1 'CONVRTER' and 
then load and run 3 or assemble 2 and use 
CSAVEM " SH RI N KIT",&H4000,&H4333, 
&H4000 to save the resultant mfc after 
"CONVERTER". Then type in and save 4 
"BU ILDBOX" either after "SHAIN KIT" oron 
another tape. Then load and run 6 or assem
ble 5 and use: 

FOAi = OT0255:V=32+ 31.5· s1 N(3.14159 
• 11128) : FORJ = &H ?COO TO& H7FOO 
STEP256 :POKEl + J ,V:NEXTJ ,I then 
CSAVEM "JUKEBOX",&H7800,&H7FFF,& 
H7A17 after ''BUILDBOX" 

Then type in and save 7 "MIXER" either 
after "JUKEBOX" or on another tape. Th~n 
load and run 9 or assemble 8 and use: 

CSAVEM "WAVEM IX ",&H2600,&H2755,& 
H2642 

after "MIXER ". The programs are written to 
workwi thorwithout a DOS attached , but do 
not use the disc. If you wish to run them from 
disc you must alter the relevant load and 
save routines and PEEK addresses in the 
Basic programs. 

Use the programs as follows: 

1. CONVRTERJSHAINKIT: load and run 
"CONVATEA" then, as instructed, position 
the tape to load the Music Maker tune file for 
convertion (EG " IMNTSMGD") then use the 
same play-sh ifts as you wou ld to play the 
tune on Music Maker itself. Then go and 
have a cup of coffee wh ile the tune is 
coverted (or in the case of longer tunes grow 
the beans! ) as the convertion may take up 
to two hours. (1 .5 in the case of 
"HGRNMRCH " , a few m inutes for 
'IMNTSMGD"). When the conversion is 
done always make a note of the four values 
given, then save the converted tune to tape. 

2.BUILDBOX/JUKEBOX: load and run 
" BUILDBOX" then for each tune you wish 
to add to the jukebox type in the four values, 
position the tape and load the tune. When 
finished loading tunes position the tape and 

savethe finishedjukebox-you can put up 
to32tuneson each! Note: to add to a jukebox 
that already has some tunes on it, position 
the tape at its start before RUNning 
" BUILDBOX". 

3. MIXER.WAVEMIX: load and run "MIXER" 
then , after "WAVEMIX " has loaded. posi
tionthetapeto load the copy of ·~uKEBOX" 
which you wish to alter (it must have at 
least 1 tune on it) . Then use the menu to 
build new waves using different porportions 
of the base waves and try using the bui lt 
waves on different channels for different 
tunes. Note: pressing the space barto return 
from viewing waves using option 2 does a 
PCLS before returning , whereas any other 
key doesn't, allowing you to compare dif
ferent waveforms. Also using square, 
sawtooth or the higher harmonics for higher 
notes isn't recommended (see Rainbow Dec 
1983). 

Remember to CLEAR memory to below any 
''JUKEBOX" before loading it . "JUKEBOX" 
programs make no ROM calls and are 
relocatable in units of 256 bytes (subject to 
corrupting the stack, etc.), eg CLOADM" 
",65536-1536 (the mfc tunes saved from 
Music Maker are also relocatable by units of 
256). 

For those of you who find the task of typing 
in the programs yoursel f too daunting and 
can't find a sufficient mug to do it for you , the 
programs are available from John Penn for 
$2.50, including a version for disc, a ready 
builtjukeboxof 30tunes (each once only: it 
plays for one hours and nine minutes) and 
a copy of the mfc screen dump which Iwrote 
for my latest release from John Penn , Picture 
Maker. 

Listing 1 - The Converter Program 
0 PCLEAR6:CLEAR200,~H3FFF:DIMS!3J 1 El31,NS 13 l,NE ! 3J:CLOADM"SHRl~!KIT " 

1 CLS:PRINT "POS I TION TH TAPE FOR LOADING THE NEXT TUNE . ":HOTORON:AUDIOON 
2 JNPUT"FILENAME •;FS:MOTOROFF:AUDIOOFF : IFLEN !FS l >BTHEN2ELSECLOSE:OPEN"I",M - 1 ,F• 
:INPUTM-1,FS:PR!NT"LOADING '" FS"'": FOR I = l T05 :INPUT M · l,T : NEXT: FORI ~ IT01 3 : I NPUTM-1 

,J : NEY.T :C l.. OSE 
3 FORI - OT03:A$= "CH"+STR$1It:CLOADMA$:S ! Il =PEE Kl4871 *256+PEEK1 488t : E Ci l ,.PEEKC126l 
*256+PEEK!1 2? l - l : PRINT"PLAYSHI FT FOR CHANN£ L" I+ li: I NPUTP : IFP THENFORJ ~S(l ) +I TOE ! 

IlSTEP2:W=PEEK I JJ:POKEJ,W-P*!W >Ol:NE XTJ 
4 NEXTI: SKlPFF•:PR l NT"CONV ERTlNG THE DATA . • . " :A• P£EK C!.<HSCl * 256 : FORJ =O T03 :NS ! J I= 
A:L =O:FORI =S<Jl+1TOEIJJSTEP2:IFPEEKI I l= OTHENNEXTI ELSEN =PEEK1 l t :POKEA,LH8 1:POV.E A 
+1,B6-N:POKEA+ 2 ,T:A• A+3 
5 FORt • S<JITOEIJ J STEP2:V=Mi80:IFPEEK!I+ll =OTHENV=V+LH7C:GOT08ELS EO=PEE V. Cl+ll - N:N 
~N+O:IF0<-150R0 > 14THENPOKEA,~H81:POKEA+l,B6-N:O=O :POKEA+ 2 , T :A= A+ 3 

6 IFO >OTHENV• V+4ELSEO • ABS IOI 
:> V• V•O*B 
B IFL=PEEKIIITHENPOKEA,V : A=A+lELSEL z PEEK !Il : V=V+2:POKEA,V: POKE A+J,L : A• A• 2 
9 NEXTI:N£<Jl • A:NEXTJ:PR1NT"CONVERSION DONE • REPEATS NOW BEING FOUND AND INSE 
RTED.•:!=LH4334:FORI=OT03:H=INTINSIIl/2561:L=NS l 1l-256*H:POKEZ, H: Z=2 +1: POKE2, L :2 
=Z+l 
10 H• INT<NEIIJ/2561:L=NE I Il-2561-H:POKE2,H:2=2+1:POKEZ,L:Z=2+1:NE XT:E XECLH4000:C L 
S:FORI=OT03:SCil=PEEKCZl*256+PEEKI Z+l l : E Cl l =PEEKI Z• 21 * 256+ PEEK IZ+3 1 :Z=Z •4 : NEY.T :F 
ORI=OT03:PRINT"VA~ue·1·1· = ·E1Il : NEXT 

11 PRINT"NAKE A NOTE OF THE ABOVE AND":PR I NT "POS ! TI ON THE TAPE FOR SAVIN~ THECON 
VERTED TUNE THEN PRESS ENTER":MOTORON:AUD I OON : INPUTAS : PP. I NT"PRESS •s· TO SAVE TH 
E TUNE ":HOTOROFF:AUDIOOFF 
12 IFINKEY$(} "S"THEN12ELSEPRINT "SAVING ' " F$" '" :CSAVEMF$, SCOl ,E l 3 l -1,41194 : PRINT " 
DO YOU WI SH TO CONVERT ANY MORE TUNES IY/ NJ ~· 

13 A•• INKEY$:IFA$= "Y"THEN1ELSEIFA$= "N"THENENDELSE1 3 
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List ing 2 40E5 
40ES 

87 
81 

40E3 
FF 

97 
9S 

STA 
C"PA 

E 
llZ55 

4000 0 OP.G •'100 l'J 40EA T'1 02 99 F'ULS A 

4000 4F 1 STAPT CLP.II 4 0EC 25 co 100 BLO LOOP2 

4001 
40()4 
400:" 
400A 
4000 
1 00F 
4010 
4013 
4015 
4018 
401C 
'1(}1E 
4021 
402 4 
4027 
402A 
402D 
4030 
4033 
40::!"' 
40JA 
4(}30 
403F 
4040 
404 3 
4045 
40-~~ 

4()49 
404B 
4040 
'1050 

B"' 405A 
B:> 42"'0 
BE 0000 
BF 4103 
C6 04 
J D 
8E 4334 
30 SB 

IOAE Sl 
10BF 4068 

EC 84 
FD 4073 
BJ 0007 
FD 4269 
CE 0006 
FF 4141 
BE 4334 
BF 40CB 

lOBF 4243 
F 424A 

86 4 05A 
2:> IE 
4F 
CE '135'1 
AC C4 
'Z 16 
AC 4'Z 
24 011 
EC 42 
8 3 0001 
FD 40CB 

2 
3 
~ 

s 
6 ., 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
lb.., 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2"' 
2B 
'29 
30 
31 
32 

!LOOP 

JLOOP 

I< OOP 

LLOOP 

ST A 
ST A 
LOX 
sr:-: 
LOB 
MU 
LDX 
LE'A X 
LOY 
STY 
LDD 
STD 
SUBD 
STD 
LDU 
STU 
LDY. 
ST:--'. 
STY 
CLP. 
LOA 
BE9 
CLP.A 

DU 
C"PY. 
BLS 
C"PX 
BHS 
LOO 
SUBD 
STD 

A 

I 
110 
B 
IM 

llSCNTBL 
D,7": 

'X+• 
J 
, :< 
EN DSC .. .. 
JCMP 
116 
c 
SCl'lTBL 
I' 
l'CMP 
PF 
A 
P.PTI 

llRPTBL 
,u 
P.PT1 
2,U 
NE:-:TL 
2,U 

"'Y. 

4 t>EE 
40F1 
40F4 
40F5 
40F?' 
40F9 
40FC 
40FF 
4100 
41 02 
4103 
4105 
4107 
4109 
410C 
410F 
4110 
4112 

4113 
411 5 
'111 7 

4119 
4 l lC 
'11 lE 
'1122 
412b 
412A 
412D 
4130 
4 133 
41 36 

Bl. 408 2 
F6 40 3 
JD 
I E 89 
3 4 Ob 
116 '1083 
F6 40E3 
JD 
E3 El 
CE 0(}00 

27 IB 
34 06 
CE 43'54 
B6 405A 
4A 
Cb 09 
JD 
33 CB 
EC 42 
A3 C4 

IOA3 1:;4 
35 Ob 

1024 FF'IB 
1083 41JD 
1023 FF'\O 

FD '113D 
B6 40E3 
B7 4229 
FC 4082 
FD 422 4 

101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
!Ob 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
11 3 
114 
II 
116 
11 "' 
1 18 
110 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 

END2 

B 

CHKTL 

LDA 
LD8 
"UL 
EXG 
PSHS 
L OA 
L DB 
"UL 
ADDO 
LDU 
E9U 
8HI 
PS HS 
LDU 
LDA 
DECA 
LDB 
MUI 
LEAU 
I DD 
SU BD 
C"PD 
PULS 
L8HS 
C"PD 
L8L S 
ST D 
L DA 
SrA 

DD 
STD 

D 
E 

A,8 
D 
O+I 
E 

'S• • 
110 
• -2 
CHKTL 
D 
llRPTBL 
A 

•" 
D, U 
2,u 
• u 
,s 
D 
LOOP! 
TL 
LOOP! 
TL 
E 
El 
0 
DI 

4053 
4056 
405B 
4059 

16 01E4 
33 49 
4C 
Bl 00 

33 
34 
35 
36 

NEXTL 
LBRA 
LEAU 
INCA 
ClotPA 

NE:-<TI' 
9 0 U 

110 

4 139 
41 3C 
4130 
413F 

16 FF2E 
cc 0000 

1083 0()00 

132 
133 
134 
135 

ENDI 
TL 

LBRA 
LDD 
E9U 
CMPD 

LOOP! 
•O 
ll- - 2 
•O 

40'5A J., A EOU ll--1 4141 136 c E9U • - 2 

·· 405 11 25 E6 38 BLO LLOOP 4143 1023 OOF3 137 LBL S NE: XT t< 

4050 cc 0000 39 RPTI LDD 110 414 7 BE 41'1 I 138 LDX c 
4060 FD <ll 3 D 40 STD TL 414A BC 000?' l:S9 CMF' X • 7 
4063 FD 408'2 41 STD D 414D 25 OJ 140 9LO CHKB 

406b 
40l.A 
406B 

10BE 40l.B 
sc 0000 

42 
43 
44 

OOP I 
J 

LDY 
C"PX 
EEIU 

J 

"o 
4-2 

414F 
4152 
415'5 

7 A 405A 
BE 4103 

1027 OOA8 

1 '11 
142 
1'13 

CHl<B 
DEC 
LDX 
LBE6l 

A 
B 
REPEA T 

406D 
40?'! 
4073 

1024 OOCB 
108C 0000 

'15 
46 
4 ., ENDSC 

LBHS 
ClotPY 
E9U 

ENDl 
•o 
ll- -2 

41:59 
415C 
41 5F 

B 0000 
BF 4103 
BE 4354 

144 
145 
146 

LDX 
STX 
LDX 

110 
B 

•RPT8L 
4075 

4079 
4078 
4070 
40SI 
4082 
40B4 
4087 

408A 
408D 

1024 OOCJ 
A6 BO 
Al AO 

1026 0088 
cc 0000 

CJ 0001 
FD 4082 
B6 '105A 
27 14 

48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
:'14 
55 
Sb 
57 

D 

LBHS 
LDA 
CMPA 
LBNE 
LDD 
EEIU 
ADDO 
STD 
LOA 
BE9 

END! 
,X • 
,Y• 
ENDI 
•o 
•-2 

•• 
D 
A 
RPT2 

4162 
416'5 
41bb 

4168 
4169 
41l.B 
416D 
416E 
41 70 
41 72 

Bl. 40511 
4A 
Cb 09 
JD 
30 SB 
Ab 08 
4A 
27 OA 
A7 08 
EC 02 

147 
148 
14 .. 
150 
1:5 1 
152 
153 
15 4 
155 
156 

LINEb 

LDA 
DECA 
LDB 
MUL 
LEAX 
LOA 
DECA 
BE9 
STA 
LOO 

A 

•9 

D, x 
8,X 

SINGLE 
B,:< 
2,x 

40SF 
4090 
4093 
4095 
4007 
4099 

4F 
CE '1 354 
AC C4 
23 oc 
AC '12 
2'5 CF 

58 
59 
60 
bl 
62 
63 

M OOP 

CLRA 
LDU 
C"PX 
BLS 
C"PX 
BLO 

•RPTBL 
,U 
PPT2 
2,U 
LOOPI 

4174 
417b 
"1178 

41711 
417C 
'11 7E 

A3 0 6 
E3 O'I 
20 oc 
EC 06 
A3 02 
F3 '1068 

157 

158 
1:59 
160 
161 
162 

SJNBLE 

SUBD 
ADDD 
BRA 
LDD 
SUBD 
ADDD 

6,• 
4,X 
LINE..,. 
6, X 
2,x 
J 

4098 
4090 

33 49 
4C 

64 
6"1 

NEXTM LEAU 
INCA 

9,U '11B1 
4183 

ED 06 
FC 4068 

163 
l l.4 

ST D 
LDD 

6,X 
J 

409E Bl 405A 66 CMPA A 4186 ED 02 16 5 INF :> ST D 2 , X 

<10111 25 FO 6 ? B 0 M OOP 4188 10 8 3 40l.B ll.6 CMPD ] 

40A3 86 0 1 l.8 RPT2 LOA Ill 419C 22 DD 167 BHI LINE6 

40A5 8 7 40E3 69 STA E 418E A3 B4 168 SUBD ,x 
40AE! 
40AB 
40AE 
4081 
40B4 

FC 
FD 
FC 
F3 
FD 

4068 
40C4 
40C4 
4082 
'IOC4 

70 
7 1 
.,2 
:>3 
.,4 

LOOP2 

LDD 
STD 
LDD 
ADDO 
STD 

J 
F 

F 
D 
F 

4190 
4194 
419b 
4199 
419C 

1083 
25 
BF 
CE 
EC 

0007 
6B 
41FB 
'1354 
06 

169 
170 
17 1 

172 

173 RPTB 

CMPD 
BLO 
ST:< 
LOU 
LDD 

• '." 
DELETE 
RPTPS;> 
ilRPTBL 
6, )( 

4087 F3 4082 ">5 ADDD D 419E 10113 C4 17t1 CMPD ,U 
4 0 BA 1011 ::! 4073 .,6 C"PD ENDSC 41A1 23 51 175 9LS RPl9 
408£ 22 2E ">? 8HI END2 41A3 IOA3 42 176 CMPD 2,U 
40CO cc 0000 7B I.DD • O 41Ab 2 4 4C 17''"" BHS RPT9 

40C3 C£ 0000 79 LOOP J DU •o 41AEI B6 01 1?8 LDA Ill 
40C4 BO F E9U 4 - 2 41AA A7 OB 170 STA e,x 
40C6 33 CB Bl LE AU D,U 41AC EC C4 180 LDD ,U 
40C9 3 4 16 82 PSHS D, )( 41A AJ 0 4 191 SUBD 4," 
40CA SE 0000 83 LDX • o 4180 34 06 182 P SHS D 
40C8 84 I' E9U 4- 2 4182 EC 06 193 LDD 6,X 

40CD 30 BB 8'5 LEA>' o,x 4184 A'.l C4 184 S UBD ,u 
40CF A6 C4 86 LDA ,u 4186 IOA3 El 18'5 CMPD t S + .. 
40D1 Al 8'1 87 C"PA ,x 4199 22 12 186 BHI f'P TI O 
40 0 ::! '.15 16 88 PULS D, )( 41BB EC C4 1 8~ LDD ,U 
40D5 26 l "' 89 BNE END2 4 180 ED 06 188 STD 6 1 X 
"10D'"" 

40DA 
C3 

IOB3 
000 1 
4082 

90 
()I 

ADDD 
ClotF'D 

•1 
D 

419F 
41CI 

A3 
10 83 

04 
000 7 

189 

190 F>PT11 
SUBD 
Cl'IPD 

'1, ~ .. .. 
40DE 25 E3 ()2 8LO LOOP:! 41C5 25 3 7 191 BLO DELETE 
40EO 3 4 02 93 PSHS II '11C7 E3 84 11'2 ADDD ,;o: 
40E2 86 00 94 L DA "o 'll C9 ED 02 19 '.l STD 2 1 X 
40E3 95 E E9U 4 -1 41C9 'ZO 34 19" SRA PE PEAT 
40E4 4C 9b INCA 41CD J 4 01> 10 PPT 10 P<; H S n 
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Listing 2 continued 
4lCF EC C4 
4101 111 0 4 
41 0 ,1 E 3 94 
4105 FO 84 
4 1 0 .., EC "" 4109 11 3 •M 

•11 OR (1 ) ,t\ :; E4 
41 DE '.' O na 
4JEO 32 6 ? 
41F ? t c 46 
41E4 AJ 44 
•11E6 3 4 0 6 
<llEB EC 44 
41E:I\ ED 04 
4tFC" E1 E4 
41EE FO 0 6 
•11FO 35 06 
4JF2 20 CD 
41F4 33 411' 
'111=6 l 193 0000 
'11FB 
41FA 2!\ AO 
<11rc 20 OJ 
41FE "'A 405A 
420 1 FE '1130 
4204 FF 4141 
4207 BE 43 4 
420A F6 40 A 
4200 96 09 
4?0F 30 
'121 0 JO BB 
4212 FC 406B 
4215 ED Bl 
4217 FJ 4141 
4?1A ED Bl 
421C 34 06 
421E FC 40CB 
4221 ED 81 
4223 CJ 0000 

.. - 4224 

'1226 ED 81 
4228 96 00 
4229 
422A A7 8 4 
422C 87 42411 
422F 7C 405A 
4232 15 06 
4234 10B3 4269 
'1238 22 35 
423A RE 40CB 
4230 30 01 
423f' BF 40CB 
4242 BC 0000 
4243 
424:5 !025 FOF I 
4249 g,; QO 
42411 
4248 2 7 06 
4240 BE 4141 
4250 llF 4103 
4253 BE 4103 
4256 27 05 
4?58 30 JF 
425A BF 4103 
4250 JOBE 4068 
"1261 3 1 21 
4263 IOBF 406B 
4267 IOBC 0000 
4269 
4269 1025 FDB8 
426F B6 00 
4270 
4271 4C 
4272 B7 427 0 
4275 91 04 
4277 1025 FD0C 
4278 BE 4334 
427E EE B4 
4290 FF 429A 

1"6 
l"., 
1"8 
1<>u 
:-on 
:"() \ 

::>r1? 

:?0 3 

204 
7 (1 

206 
20.,. 

209 
20 0 
? 10 
2 1' 
212 
2 11 

" ' 4 215 
216 
21? 
219 
210 
220 
?2J 
22? 
22 J 
224 
225 
? 26 
22., 
229 
220 
230 
231 
23:? 
233 
234 
235 
236 
2} .' 
23B 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
249 
249 
250 
251 
252 
2'53 
2:14 
?:l'5 
256 
257 
259 
2 59 
260 
261 
2,;2 
263 
264 
265 
26" 
267 
269 
269 
270 
2 7 1 
272 
273 
274 

Pf'r I '.> 

PPTO 

RPTPS2 

D LETE 
REPEAT 

DI 

El 

NE '< Tt' 

KC"P 

RF 

S"B 

NE><T J 

JCMP 

NE Xfl 
I 

LDD 
SUBD 
ADDO 
c, II) 

L Oil 
"; 1180 

CMPD 
BHS 
LEAS 
LDD 
SUBD 
PSHS 
LOO 
S TD 
ADDO 
STD 
PULS 
BPI\ 
LEAU 
C"PU 
E9U 
BLO 
BRA 
DEC 
LOU 
STU 
LOX 
LDB 
LDI\ 
MUL 
LEAY 
LDD 
STD 
ADDO 
STD 
PSHS 
LDD 
S TD 
ADDO 
E9U 
STD 
LDA 
E9U 
STA 
STA 
INC 
PULS 
C"PD 
BHI 
LOX 
LEAY 

STX 
CMPX 
E9U 
LBLO 
LOA 
E9U 
BEQ 
LOX 
S TX 
LOX 
8E9 
LEA>< 
STX 
LD'I' 
LEAY 
STY 
C"PY 
E9U 
LB 0 
LOA 
EQU 
INCA 
STA 
C"PA 
LBLO 
LDX 
LOU 
STU 

, U 
4,v 
• x 

n 1 tl 

<1, u 
, <; 

PPTI'\ 
2,s 
6,U 
4,U 
0 
4, U 
4,X 
• s 
6,:'< 

0 
RPTI I 
11',U 
MO 
• -2 
RPTB 
REPEAT 
A 
TL 
c 
•RPTBL 
A 
•9 

o, x 
J 
,X++ 

c 
,x•• 
0 
K 

' X<t-• 

110 
1-2 
'x... 
MO 
f -J .)( 

RF 
A 
D 
JCl'IP 
NEXT! 

" 1;'."". 
I( 

•O 
+-2 
KLOOP 
110 
+ -1 
SMB 
c 
B 

B 

NE Y.Tl 

- 1, x 

B 

J 

I, y 

J 
l!O 
1 - 2 
JLOOP 
MO 
•-1 

l 
ll4 

11..00P 

•SCNTBL 
,X 
0 

4293 
429S 
42BB 
4299 
42BC 
428F 
4211'2 
429:5 
4296 
42911' 
429A 
429C 
42\l'F 
42AJ 
42A4 
42A7 
42AA 
42AD 
42AF 
4282 
428:5 
42.BB 
4289 
'12BB 
42BD 
42BF 
42CO 
42CJ 
4<!C4 
42C6 
42C7 
42C9 
42CC 
42CE 
4201 
4203 
42D:5 
4209 
420A 
42DD 
42DF 
42E2 
42E3 
42E:5 
42EB 
42EA 
42ED 
42FO 
42F 2 
42F:5 
42F6 
42FB 
42FA 
'12FC 
42FE 
4300 
4302 
4304 
4306 
4309 
430B 
4JOD 
4310 
431 3 
4315 
4316 
431B 
431A 
431C 
43JF 
4322 
4324 
4J?6 
432A 
4320 
4330 
4333 
4134 
4354 

EC OE 
FD 4324 
5F 
FF 4316 
F7 42CO 
8E 4354 
BF 42C7 
4F 
BE 4334 
CE 0000 

1 IA3 B4 
26 09 
FE 4316 
EF 9910 
FE 429A 

11"'3 02 
26 011' 
FE 4316 
EF 891? 
FE 429A 
4C 
30 04 
BJ 04 
25 DD 
B6 00 

Bl 405A 
24 4F 
BE 0000 

I JAJ 04 
26 07 
FE 4316 
EF 04 
20 OA 

11A3 06 
26 OB 
FE 4316 
EF 06 
FE 42911 
<IC 
:so 09 
Bl 405A 
25 DF 
BE 42C7 

11A3 94 
26 23 
FE 4316 
4F 
E6 OB 
ED Cl 
IF 30 
A3 04 
ED Cl 
IF 30 
A3 06 
ED Cl 
FF 4316 
EE 02 
30 09 
llF 42C7 
7C 42CO 
20 QA 
BE 0000 

A6 co 
A7 BO 
BF 4316 
FF 429A 

1193 0000 

1025 FF6B 
FC 4316 
8€ 4334 
ED BBIE 
39 

275 LOO 14,X 
276 STD DONE 
2"'? CLRB 
279 STU N 
279 STB x 
290 LDX llRPTBL 
291 STX RPTPOS 
292 l 1 CLRA 
2B3 LDX llSCNTBL 
294 LOU •O 
2B:5 0 E9U •-2 
296 L2 C"PU ,x 
297 BN L3 
2BB LDU N 
2B9 S TU •l6 X1 

290 LOU 0 
291 L3 CMPU 2,)( 
292 BNE L4 
<!93 LOU N 
294 STU • lB,X 
295 LOU 0 
296 L4 INCA 
297 LEAX 4,X 
29B CMPA 114 
299 BLO L2 
300 LOA 110 
301 x E9U • l 

302 CMPA A 

303 BHS LI' 
304 LOX •O 
305 RPTPOS E9U • 2 
306 Ls C"PU 4,X 
30 Br-te L6 
309 LOU N 
309 5TU ~, x 

310 BRA L., 
JI I 16 C"PU 6, X 
312 BN L8 
31J LDU N 
314 STU 6,)( 
315 L'.7 L DU 0 
316 LB INCA 
317 LEAX Q.~ 

318 Cl'IPA A 
319 BLO LS 
320 I.DX RPTPOS 
321 C"PU •" 322 BNE LO 
323 LOU H 
324 CLRA 
325 L DB 8, "-: 
326 STD , U+• 
3?7 TFR U,D 
328 SUBD 4, )( 
329 STD , U•+ 
130 TFR u,o 
1 JI SUBD 6, X 
332 STD ,U+• 
3J3 STU H 
334 LOU 2,X 
335 LEAX 9,X 
336 STX RPTPOS 
337 [NC )( 

3JB BRA LIO 
339 L9 LDX 110 
340 N EllU •-2 
341 LDA ' U• 
342 STA • '.'< + 
343 ST X N 
344 LI O S TU 0 
345 C"PU 110 
J46 DONE EllU •-2 
34 . LBLO LI 
349 LDD N 
349 LOX MSC NT BL 
350 STD 30, Y 

51 RTS 
352 SCNl BL RMB 3 2 
353 RPT81 E61U .. 

A -405A B =4103 c ~ q141 CHKB =41:!2 CHl<TL =4122 
D - 40B2 01 =4224 DELETE =4 lf'E DONE =4324 E s 4QE3 
Fl • 4229 FNDl -41JC END2 • 40EE EN DSC • 407 3 F •40C4 
I • 42'."0 l~OOP -4007 J - 4069 JC"P =4269 JLOOP =402"'? 

0( • 40CB KCMP • 4243 KLOOP • '\OJA LI • 4295 LIO •431F 
L2 = 429C LJ - 42AA L4 • 42BB L:; -42C9 L6 • 4205 
L7 = 42DF LB =42E2 L9 • 4 15 L!NE6 =4168 LINE7 •4186 
LLOOP • 4043 LOOP! s 406A LOOP2 • 40AE LOOP3 • 40C3 "LOOP =4093 
N • 4316 NEXll • 42,;F NEXTJ • 425D NEXTK •423A NEXTL •40~6 
HE X TM -4098 0 =429A REP AT =4201 RF =42'1A RPTl =405D 
PP TIO - q1 CD RPTll =41Cl RPT1:5 •41EB RPT2 •40A3 RPTB •419C 
RP 1 9 = 4 lr.:i RPIBL =4354 RPTPOS~ 42C 7 RPfPS2-41F8 SC Nl8L =4334 
SIHGlf =41 1A S MB - 4 2 :11 S TART • 4000 TL •4130 x •42CO 
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List ing 3 - Basic Source Update 
0 CLEAR200,MOFFF:L• 2!FOAI • l.H4000 TOMf4JJ3 STEP20:C•O:FORJ• I T01•19:R£ADA•:A•VAL 
C"a.H"+A•l:C•C+A:POKEJ,A:NEXTJ:AEADA•:IFC<>VAL<"Mf'•A•ITHENPAINT "ERROR IN LINE'L: 
ENDEL!IEL•L•1:NEXTI:PRINT'ALL DONE ''" 
1 PRINT'NOW YOU CAN SAVE THE PAOllRAM TO DI6'< OR TAPE AS YOU WISJi."!PRINT"STNIT A 
DDRESS • IM4000':PRINT'END ADDRESS • Ml433J':PRINT'EXEC ADDRESS= M44000'!PRINT' 
NB. CALL IT 'BHRINKIT'':END 
2 DATA 4F,B'7,40 0 5A,87,42, 70,8E,OO,OO,BF,41,03,C6,04,JD,8E,43,34,J0,06D6 
J DATA 8B,IO,AE,91,l0,BF,40 0 6B,EC,84,FD,40,'73,BJ,00,07 ,FD,42,69,CE,096'1 
4 DATA 00,06,FF,41,41,BE,4J 0 J4,llF,40,C8,lO,BF,42,4J,'7F,42,4A,86,40,07D8 
5 DATA 5A,27,1E,4F,CE,43,54,AC,C4,2J,16,AC,42,24,08,EC,42,83,00,0t,06CI 
6 DATA FD,40,CB,16 0 01,E4,J3,49 0 4C,81,00,25,E6,CC,OO,OO,FD,41,JD,FD,089B 
'7 DATA 40,92,10,8E,40,68,ec,oo,oo,10,24,00,CB,10,BC,00,00,10,24,00,04'i>6 
B DATA CJ,A6,90,Al,AO,l0,26,00,88,CC,oo,oo,cJ,00,01,FD,40,&2,B6,40,0860., DATA 5A,27,14,4F,CE,43,54,AC,C4 0 23,0C,AC,42,25,CF,JJ,49,4C,Bl,40,078J 
10 DATA 5A,25,F0,86 0 01,87,40,E3,FC,40,61,FD,40,C4 0 FC,40 0 C4,FJ,40,B2,0B2D 
11 DATA FD,40,C4, F3,40,82, 10 0 BJ, 40, '73, 2·2, 2E, CC,oo,oo, CE, 00, 00, 3J, CB, 0814 
12 DATA 34,16,9£,00,00,30, BB,A6,C4,Al,&4,35 0 16,26,('7,CJ,00,01,10,BJ,06Jl 
13 DATA 40,82,25,EJ,34 0 02,86,00,4C,B7,40,EJ,81,FF,35,02,25,CO,B6,40,08JE 
14 DATA 82,F6, 40, E3, :iD, lE, 99, 34,06, 86, 40, 8J,F6,40,EJ, JD, E3, El, CE, 00,0AlA 
15 DATA 00,2'7,1B,34,06,CE,4J,54,B6,40 0 5A,4A,C6,09,JD,J3,CB,EC,42,AJ,Onl6 
16 DATA C4,10 0 A3,E4,J5,06,10,24,FF,48,10,BJ,41,3D,10,23,FF,40,FD,41,0802 
1'7 DATA 3D,B6,40,EJ,B'7,42,29,FC,40,82,FD,42,24,16,FF,2E,cc,oo,oo,10,oe7 e 
18 DATA eJ,oo,oo,10,23,oo,F3,BE,41,41,8C,00,07 ,25,0J,7A,40,5A,llE,41,05B'7 
19 DATA OJ,10,2'7,00,A8,8E,OO,OO,BF,41,0J,8E,4J,54,B6,40,5A,4A,C6,09,0601 
20 DATA JD,30,8B,A6,08,4A,2'7,0A,A'7,08,EC,02,A3,06,E3,04,20,0C,EC,06,066C 
21 DATA A3,02,F3,40,6B,ED,06,FC,40,6B,ED,02,10,83,40,68,22,DD,A"l,84,0960 
22 DATA 10, 83, 00, 0'7, 25, 68, BF, 41,F8,CE, 43, 54,EC, 06, 10, A3, C4, 23, :11, 10, 0771 
23 DATA AJ, 42, 24, 4C, 96, 01, A'7, 08,EC ,C4. A3, 04, 34 ., 06, EC. 06, A3, C4, 10, AJ, 0828 
24 DATA El,22,12,EC,C4,ED,06,AJ,04,10,8J,oo,o7,2::>,37,EJ,84,ED,02,20,07CI 
25 DATA 34,34,06,EC,C4,A3,04,E3,84,ED,84,EC,46,AJ,44,10 0 A3,E4,2'1,08,09'79 
26 DATA 32,62,EC,46,A3,44,J4,06,EC,44,ED,04,E3,E4,ED,06,35,06,20,CD,OBEA 
2'7 DATA JJ,49,ll,83,00,00,25,A0,20,0J,7A,40,SA,FE,41,JD,FF,41,41,8E,069'7 
29 DATA 13,541 F6,40,5A,86,09,3D,30,88,FC,40,6B,ED,91,FJ,41,41,ED,Bl,09A6 
29 DATA 34,06,FC,40,CB,ED,&l,CJ,OO,OO,ED,Bl,86,00,A'7 ,84,B'7,42,1A 0 '7C,~O 
30 DATA 40,5A,35,06,10,BJ,42,69,22,J5,BE,40,C8,JO,Ol,BF,40,CB,ec,oo,o6EA 
31 DATA 00 1 10,25 1 FD 1 Fl,96,00,27,06 1 BE,41,41,BF,41,03 1 BEt41,03,2,,09 1 0647 
32 DATA 30 0 JF,BF,41,0J,lO,BE,40,68,31,2l,lO,BF,40,6B,10,8C,OO,oo,10,0543 
:n DATA 25,FD,BS,86,00,4C,B'7,42,'70,81,04,10,25,FD,8C,8E,43 0 34,EE,84,08CF··
J4 DATA FF,42,9A,EC,OE,FD,4J,24,5F,FF,4J,16,F7,42,C0,8E 0 4"l,54,8F,42,0AOF 
J5 DATA C'7,4F,8€,43,J4,CE,00,00,11,A3,B4,26,09, FE,43,16,EF,89,10,FE,082C 
J6 DATA 42,9A,11,AJ,02,26 1 09 1 FE 1 43 1 16•EF,88 1 12 , FE 1 42 1 9A,4C 1 30 1 04 1 Bl 1 077C 
3'7 DATA O'l,25,DD,96,00,Bl,40,5A,24,4F,8E,Oo,oo,11,A3,04,26,07 ,FE,43,05FE 
39 DATA 16,EF,04,20,0A,11,AJ,06,26,08,FE , 43,16,EF,06,FE,42,9A,4C,J0 , 068D 
J9 DATA 09,B1,40,5A,25,DF,8E,42,C?, 11,AJ,84,26,23,FE,43,16,4F,E6,08,0B34 
40 DATA ED,Cl,1F,30,A3,04,ED,C1,1F,30,A3,06,ED,Cl,FF,4J,16,EE,02,30,09'70 
41 DATA 09,IF,42,C7,7C,42,C0,20,0A,8E,OO,OO,A6,CO,A'7 0 90,BF,4J,16,FF,08A8 
42 DATA 42,9A,11,BJ,00,00,10 0 25,FF,4B,FC,43,16,BE,4J,J'l,ED,88,1E,39,0735 

Listing 4 
0 POKEl<tiBA,4:POKEe.HB7,PEEKlr.HBCl:EXEC~HAA23:CLEAR200 1 CPEEKCl<HBCl+Bl*256 · l:DIMPC'I 
l:CLOADM"JUKEBOX' : E • PEEKC4871*256+PEEK14881:IFE•l.H7800 THENP~~H7ACO:N•OELSEFORN!= 
lT031:1FE=PEEl<Cl<H7AB6•N+lOl•~6+PEEKl!.H7AB7+N•10ITHENP•r.H7ACO+N•tOELSENEXT 

1 C S: P CO> =PEEi< Cl.HBC I *256: FORl=l T04: PRINT'VALUE' I;: INPUTP I 11: NEXT: O=E-P I 'I I: IFP<O 
l•0<256*1PEEl<Ca.HBCl+BITHE"NPRINT'SORRY • THAT TUNE IS TOO LONG. TRY ANOTHER IY/N 
I ? ":GOT04ELSEFORI=OT04:PCil ~PCll•O:H=INTIPlll/256J : POKEP,H:POKEP+1 0 PCil-256*H: 
P•P+2:NEXT 
2 E=PIOl:PRINT"POSITION THE TAPE TO LOAD THE NEXT TUNE."!MOTOAON:AUDIOON 
3 INPUT 'FILENAME" IF•: MOTOROFF: AUDIOOFF: IFLEN tF•I >BTHENJELSEPRINT'LOADING TUNE' W 
• "F•:CLOADMF•,O:N• N+J : IFN<31THENPAINT'ANY MORE TUNES IY/Nl ?'ELSEPRINT"THAT'S A 
S MANY AS YOU CAN PUT ONONE JUKEBOX ! '":GOT05 
4 F•• tNKEY•:IFF•='Y"THENlELSEIFF•< >'N"THEN4 
5 PRINT"POSITION THE TAPE TO SAVE THE JUKEBOX AND PRESS A KEY.':MOTORON:AUDJOO 
N 

6 IFINKEYS= "'THEN4ELSEAUDIOOFF:PAJNT"SAVING THE JUl<EBOX":CSAVEM"Jt.Jl<E80X',E,r.H7 FF 
F,~H7Al7:CLS:PRIHT'REMEMBER TO POKE THE NUJllBER OF THE TUNE YOU WISH TO HEAR AT' 
:PRINT'll8 AND THE NUMBER OF TIMES YOU WI SH TO HEAR IT AT 119 BEFORE YOU EXEC 
JUKEBOX '" 
7 PRINT"NI. THE FIRST TUNE YOU LOADED ISTUNE 0 NOT TUNE 1 AND POKEING 0 AT 119 M 
EANS PLAY THE TUNE AD INFINATUM. PRESSING SHIFT OR'!PRINT"CLEAR AND Q OR W STD 
PS THE TUNE PLAYING. THIS COPY OF JUKEBOX STAATS AT •E•, FOR ALL' 
8 PRIN'T'COPlES THE END ADDRESS IS 32'76 7 AND THE EXEC ADDRESS IS J12S5.":END 

Listing 5 
7800 
7800 0c 0000 
7901 
7803 26 OJ 
780'5 17 0137 
7909 cc 0000 
7808 CJ 0000 
780E DD 09 
7810 97 <IA 
7812 0c 0000 
781J 
7815 26 OJ 
781'.7 17 0128 
781A cc 0000 

0 
l 
2 
3 .. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

12 
lJ 

PLAY 
XCMP1 

SMl 

XCfllP2 

SH2 

ORG 
CNPl< 
EQU 
BNE 
LBSR 
LDD 
ADDD 
STD 
STA 
CMPX 
EQU 
BNE 
LBSR 
LDD 

•'.7800 
tto 4 
*-2 
SMl 3 
NEWl 
tlO 3 
tlO 4 
<•9 '5 
<•4A 4 
tto 4 
...-2 
SH2 J 
NEW2 
tlO 3 

7810 
7820 
7822 
7824 
782'5 
7827 
7829 
782C 
782F 
7932 
7834 
7836 
79J7 
79J9 
7838 
783E 

C3 0000 
DD lB 
97 <ID 
0c 0000 

26 03 
17 011F 
cc 0000 
CJ 0000 
DD 2D 
'97 50 
9C 0000 

26 03 
17 011J 
cc 0000 

14 
15 
16 
1 ':' 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2':' 
28 
29 

ADDO 
STD 
STA 
CffPX 

XCMPJ ElilU 
BHE 
LBSP. 

S..3 LDD 
ADDD 
STD 
STA 
CMPl< 

XCMP<I ElilU 
BNE 
LltSR 

SM<! LDD 

tto 4 
<•lB '5 
<94D 4 
ttO 4 
*-2 
S"'3 3 
NEW3 
•o 3 
tlO 4 
<•2D 5 
<•50 4 
tlO 4 
•-2 
SM4 3 
NEW4 
tto 3 
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?9? 6 24 21 84 BCC SfllLEN 
-.979 A7 8C1D 85 STA •1D 1 PC 

Listing 5 continued 
7841 C3 000-0 30 ADDD •o 4 7978 4F 86 CUM 
7844 DD 3F 31 STD <S3F 5 ?97C SF 87 CLRB
7846 97 53 32 STA <S53 4 7970 ED 23 88 STD 3,Y
7848 B6 7COO 33 LOA s:>coo 5 '.'97F 8D 53 -99 LtNI< BSR GTBYTE
7849 34 WAVEl EQU •-2 7981 81 FF 90 C"PA tl255
784B BB '."'000 35 ADDA S7DOO 5 7983 26 OB 91 BNE LINKE 784C 36 WAVE2 E&U -1--2 7 985 4A 92 DECA
784E BB 7 EOO 37 ADDA •'.'EOO 5 7986 E6 ecoe 93 LDB 8 ,PC
? 84F 38 WAVE3 E&U -1--2 7 989 3D 94 HUL 
:>851 BB :>FOO 39 ADDA S7FOO 5 798A E3 23 95 ADDD 3 ,Y
78S2 40 WAVE4 E&U -1- - 2 

798C ED 23 96 STD 3,Y7854 B7 FF20 41 STA •FF20 5 798E 20 EF 97 BRA LINK7857 30 01 42 LEAX 1' >: 5 7 990 C6 so 98 LINKE LDB tl807859 OE 00 43 nw <O 3 7991 99 TEMPO E&U -1--l7 85B 44 TBLE FOB S864C 
7992 3D 100 MUL

S 7 EC2,•77AS,•:>OEE,•6A97,S649C,•5E, F6,S59A2,•549A 1 7993 E3 23 101 ADDD 3,Y
S4FDA,S4BSF,S4724 7995 ED 23 102 STD 3,Y
78 S B 86 4C 7997 86 00 103 LDA ttO 
7 85D 7E C2 7<;198 104 STO E&U •-1 
7 8 SF 77 A5 799<;1 81 3F 105 SH LEN CfllPA •63 
7861 70 EE 7 998 26 04 106 BNE NOTEl 
7863 6A 9 7 799D 4F 107 CLRA 
7 865 64 9C 7 99£ 5F 109 CLRI 
7 867 5 E F6 799F 20 27 109 BRA REST 
7869 59 A2 . . 79Al 84 lF 110 NOTE! ANDA ... lF 
7 86B 54 9A 79A3 44 111 LSRA 
7 86D 4F DA 79A4 24 01 112 BCC INC NT 
7 86F 4B SF 79A6 40 113 NEGA• 
7 B7 1 47 24 79A7 AB 22 114 INCNT ADDA 2,Y 
7873 45 TBLEl FDB RPTBLl 79A9 A7 22 115 STA 2,Y 
78 73 "78 9 :> 79AB SF 116 CLRB 

? 87S ··- 46 RMB 3 
 79AC SC 117 GETOCT INCB 
7978 47 FDB XCMPl,RPTBLl 79AD 81 oc 119 CMPA IU2 
7978 78 01 :>9AF 2S 04 119 BLO OCT 
"787A 78 97 79B1 80 oc 120 SUBA 1112 

78'.'C 48 TBLE2 FDB RPTBL 2 
 '.'9BJ 20 F7 121 BRA GETOCT 
">87C 78 Cl 79BS JO 8DFEA2 122 OCT LEAX TBLE,PCR 
'.'87E 49 RfllB 3 79B9 34 04 123 PSHS B 
7881 50 FDB XCfllP2,RPTBL2 7 988 48 124 LSLA 
7881 :>8 13 7 9BC EC 86 125 LDD A,X 
">883 78 Ct 79BE 6A E4 126 GE TNTE DEC ,s 
7885 51 TBLE3 FDB RPTBL3 79CO 27 04 127 BEQ GOT IT 
7885 78 EB 79C2 44 128 LSRA 
:>887 52 R"B 3 79C3 S6 129 RORB 
">98A S3 FDB XC"P3,RPTBL3 79C4 20 F8 130 BRA GETNTE 
788A 78 25 79C6 32 61 13 1 GOTIT LEAS 1, s 
788C 7 8 EB 79C8 AE 25 132 RES T LDX 5,Y 
788E 54 TBLE4 FDB RPTBL4 79CA ED OB 133 STD +SB,X 
788£ 7 9 15 79CC EC 23 134 LDD 3,Y 
:>990 55 RfllB 3 79CE E3 E4 135 ADDO , s 
7893 56 FDB XCfllP4,RPTBL4 79DO ED 84 136 STD ,x 
7893 78 37 7 902 35 90 137 PULS X,PC 
">9 9 5 79 ts 7904 AE A4 139 GT BYTE LDX , Y 
:>997 57 RPTBLl RMB 42 7 9D6 EE 84 139 NOTEND LDU ,x 
78Cl 58 RPTBL2 RfllB 42 "79D8 11A3 02 140 CMPU 2,X 
:>9EB 59 RPTBL J RMB 42 7 90B 25 19 141 BLO NTRPTE 
? 91 S 60 RPTBL4 RMB 42 7 9DD A6 06 142 L OA 6,X 

793F 31 8DFF30 61 NEWl LEAY TBLEl , PCR 
 7 9DF 2 :> OD 143 BEQ CONT 
7943 20 10 62 BRA NEXT 7 9 E1 4A 1<14 DECA 
:>94S 31 9DFF33 63 NEW2 LEAY TBLE2,PCR 7 9E2 26 OA 145 BNE CONT 
7949 20 OA 64 BRA NEXT 7 9E4 30 19 1<16 LEAX -7,X 
794B 3 1 8DFF3 6 65 NEW3 LEAY TBLE3,PCR '.'9E6 AF A4 147 STX ,Y 
">94 F 20 04 66 BRA NEXT 7 9EB AC 2 :> 148 CMP X ? ,Y 
:'>9'51 31 8DFF 3 9 67 NEW<! LEAY T11LE<I, PCR 79EA 24 EA 149 BHS NOTE NO 
79'55 86 7 D 68 NEXT LDA tt•7D 79EC 35 FO 1'50 PULS x , u,Y,PC 
79'57 B:> FF02 69 STA •FF02 79EE A7 06 1 '51 CONT STA 6,X 
79 5 A B6 FFOO 70 LDA SFFOO "'9FO EE 04 152 LOU <l,X 
7950 84 50 :> 1 ANDA ••so ">9F2 EF 8 4 153 S TU , x 
79 '5F 26 0 2 7 2 BNE NEXTOI< ? 9F<I 20 EO 154 BRA NOTE ND 
:>961 3S 90 :>3 PULS x ,Pc 7 9F6 A6 co 155 NTRPTE LDA ,u+ 
7963 34 10 7 4 NEXTOK PSHS x ">9F9 27 03 156 BEQ REPEAT 
7965 8D 6D :>5 NEXTVL BSR GT BYT E 79FA EF 84 157 S TU ' x 
7967 44 ? 6 LSRA 7QFC 39 158 RTS 
:>969 2 4 08 77 BCC NOTE -,9F D 30 0 7 150 REPEAT LEAX 7, X 
796A SD 68 :>B BSR GTBYTE "'9FF AF A4 160 STX 'y 
796C A7 22 79 STA 2 ,Y .,A01 37 02 161 PULU A 

796E BD 64 BO BSR GTBYTE 
 ? A03 A7 0 6 162 STA 6 1 X 

"7AO'!I lF ']0 163 TFR U,D 

7973 20 FO 82 BRA NEXTVL 

'.'9 70 A7 8ClE Bl STA •tE,PC 

? AO-, A3 Cl 164 SUBD ,u++ 
;>9 -.5 44 9 3 NOTE LSRA 7A09 ED 84 165 STD ,x 
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? A65 B6 0076 210 LDA >• 76 
Listing 5 continued 7A68 C6 OA 211 LDB 1t10 

7AOB ED 04 166 STD 4,X 
7 AOD 1F JO 167 TFR U,D 
7AOF A3 Cl 168 SUBD ,u++ 
7 A11 EF 19 169 STU -7,X 
7A1J 
7 A15 

ED 
20 

02 
BF 

170 
171 

STD 
BRA ~lJ~END 

7 A17 1F 8B !72 START TFR DP,A 
7 A19 A7 8D009F 173 STA DPSTO,PCR 
7A1D 1F 50 17 4 TFR PC,D 
'.'AlF B3 '.'A1F 17'5 COMP SUBD 1tCOMP 
7A22 5D 17 6 TSTB 
.,A2J 2'.' 01 177 BEEi OK 
7A2'5 39 17 S RTS 
.,A26 SB 78 179 OK ADDA 91$78 
?A28 1F BB 180 TFR A,DP 
7 A2A D6 7 B 181 LD8 <•7B 
7A2C DD 7 3 182 STD <• 73 
7A2E 97 7S 183 STA ~ •7S 

7A30 97 7A 184 STA <• 7 A 
7AJ2 06 84 18'5 LOB <•84 
"7A34 DD 7C 186 ST D <•7C 
7 A36 9'.' 81 18'.' STA ( $S1 
7 A38 9 7 S3 18S STA <•83 
7A3A D6 8D 1S9 LDB <•8D 
7A3C DD 85 190 STD <•85 
7 A3E 9 7 SA 191 STA ( $8A 
7A40 
'.'A42 

9 7 
9-. 

sc 
93 

192 
193 

STA 
STA 

<•ec 
<•9'3 

.,A44 4C 194 INCA 
'.'A4'5 D6 96 195 LDB <•96 
7 A4 7 DD BE 196 STD ~ •BE 

:>A49 97 9'5 197 STA ( $9'5 
7 A48 BB 03 19S ADDA •3 

7 1\40 97 49 199 STA <•49 
7 A4F 88 01 200 ADDA ltl 
7A51 9 7 4C 201 STA <S4C 
7 A53 BB 01 202 ADDA ti 1 

'.'A5'5 9 7 4F 203 STA <S4F 
.,A'5""' 88 01 204 ADDA 911 
7A'59 9"' 52 205 STA <•'52 
7A'58 DE 73 206 LOU ($73 
"?A5D 31 SD005F 207 LEAY TUNES ,PCR 
"7A61 SO 7F 208 SUBA 1tS7F 
'.'A63 3 4 02 209 PSHS A 

Listing 6 

7 A6A 3D 212 MUL 
7A6B 31 AB 213 LEAY D,Y 
7A6D C6 04 214 LDB M4 
? A6F AE Al 215 LOOP LDX 'Y+-+
7A71 AF C4 216 STX ,U 
7A73 AF 44 21 7 STX 4,U 
7 A7 5 A6 C4 218 LDA ,u 
7 A77 AB E4 219 ADDA , s 
7A79 A '.' 44 220 STA 4,U 
7A7B A., C 1 221 ST A , U++ 

7A70 AE A4 222 LDX 'y 
7A7F AF C4 223 STX ,u 
7A81 A6 C4 224 LDA ,u 
7A83 AB E4 225 ADDA ,s 
7 AS5 A7 C4 226 STA ,u 
7 A87 B6 00'.'., 227 LDA >• 7"'7 
7 ASA A7 44 228 ST A '4' u 
7 ASC 33 C82S 229 LEAU 40,U 
.,ABF SA 230 DEC8 
'.'A90 26 DD 231 BNE LOOP 
7A92 32 61 232 LEAS 1, s 
7A94 IA '50 233 ORCC tt•so 
7A96 86 FF01 234 LDA •FFOl 
"?A99 84 F7 235 ANDA 91SF "' 
7 A9B B7 FFOl 236 STA •FF01 
7A9E 86 FF03 237 LDA $FF03 
7 AA1 S4 F7 238 ANDA 91•F7 
7 AA3 B7 FF03 239 STA •FF03 
7AA6 86 FF23 240 LOA •FF23 
? AA9 SA 08 241 ORA 918 
7 AAB B7 FF23 242 STA •FF23 
7AAE SE 0000 243 LOX 910 
7AB1 9F 01 244 STX <•1 
7AB3 9F 13 245 STX <•13 
7 AB'5 9F 25 246 STX <•25 
7AB7 9F 37 24:> STX <•37 
7AB9 9D 00 248 JSR <O 
? ABB 86 00 249 RSTDP LDA 910 
7ABC 2'50 DPSTO EQU *-1 
7ABD lF B8 251 TFR A,DP 
7 ABF 39 2'52 RTS 
'.'ACO 253 TUNES RMB 320 
7COO 2'54 zzz END START 

0 C LEAP?OO.~H.,.,FF:L -~ ! FOPT- H78 00 Tn~H7896 ~TF.P20:c~o : FnRJ - T TOT+1 9:P.FAnA• :A-VAI 
!"il<H"•A•l : C -C +A:POl'EJ,A!NF.~Tl:PEADA• : TFC < >VAL f"8.H"+A'l; ITHENPR INT "FPPnP l~I I TNF"I : 

ENDELS L=L+l!NF.XT T 
I FOPI -M479~F TOMi7A8F STEP2o:c ~o: FORJ ~T Tnl •l~ : PEADA'l;:A=VAL ( "~H·•A•l:C • C•A:Pn~E 

J , A: MEXTJ:P.£ADA•:TFC<>VAL!"LH"•A'l;I THEHPPIHT"EPPOP IM LHIE"I :HIDEI "JFL ~ I +l :HFXTt:P 

PTHT "ALL DATA CORPECT - THSEP T ING SOME WAVES PLE ASE WATT" 

2 FOP.J =OT02'5'5: A-32 • "Jl. ':HtSHI !3. l '11'5"*1/1291: FOP J=g.w•cofl TO ~.,F., ... <;; TF.P7"11.: pnl'FT • l, 

A:NEXTJ,T:PPJHT" NOW YOU CAN SAVE THF PPOr.PAM Tn nr sv flP TAPE A<; YOU WJ~H. • :PPIMT 

" S TAP.T ADDP.F.SS = t.+P800 ":PP.HIT" HID ADDPE<;S = H"'FFF": PPTNT "EYEC AnnPF"" - l,H7A17 

3 PPTNT"NB. CALL TT 'lUK£80X'":END 
4 DATA ec,oo,oo,26,oJ,1~,01,3~,cc, oo , oo,c3 , on,0~ ,no,no,o..,,4A , ~r..nn 1 n~Fh 
'5 DATA 00, 26, O'"l , , ,. 'OJ, 2B, cc' 00 ,.00, C3, oo , oo, DD, lB, 0"') I 4D., ec '(\n, on, 26 , 0 4 8V 
6 DATA OJ ,1 ~,01,1 F,CC,OO , OO,C3 , 00 , 00,DD,2D , o"",50 ,9C,nn,o~.?h,~1, .~.o~B~ 

.., DATA Ol,13,CC,OO,OO,c3,00,00,DD,3F, 0"'7, 53,B6,..,C,On ,BB, ' D.oo, BB, ..,E,n..,qc 
8 DATA OO ,BB ,7F 1 00, B?,FF ,20 1 30 1 0 1, 0E,00 1 86 ,4C,""E,C2,~..,, A5,""0, EE,6A,OP4~ 

0 DA TA 9?.64,9C,5E,F6,SD,A2,54,9A,4F,DA,49,5F,4~.24, ~9 ,g~.oo, on , oo,oe2 1 

10 DATA 78,0l,78,0?,?8,Ct,00,00,00, 78 ,1 3 ,~8 ,Cl , 78,~B,OO ,no,oo , ~e .25,060~ 

11 DATA 7B,Ee,~o,1~.oo,oo,oo,7e,3..,,~~.15,oo,oo,oo,on, oo , oo , oo,oo,oo,o>2E 

12 DATA 3 1,8D 1 FF , 3 0 1 20,10,31,8D,FF, JJ ,20,0A,31,8D,FF,36,20,04,"Jl,8D,fl.,Or. 
13 DATA FF,J0,86,~D,B~, FF,02,B6,FF,00,94,S0,26, 02,~~t oo , ~4 .10,en,6D,~8A.., 

14 DATA 44 1 24, 0B,8D,69,A7,22,8D ,6~ 1 A7 ,8C ,J£,20, F0 ,44, 24 ,2 1 , A..,,8C, 1D,07 5C 
15 DATA 4F 1 5F,ED,23,8D ,'53,Bl ,FF, 26 1 0B,4A,E6,8C,OB,3D,EJ,23,ED, 2~,20,0886 

16 DATA F.F,C6,50 1 3D ,EJ,23,ED,23,B6,00,81 1 3F,26,04,4F 1 5F,20,27 ,84,1F,0?60 
17 DATA 44,24,0l,40,AB,22,A7,22,5F,5C,Bl,OC,2~,o4,8n, oc ,20,F7,J0,8D,06l0 

18 DATA FE,A2,34 1 04,4B,EC,B6 1 6A,E4,2 ? ,04,44,~6 ,20,F8,J2,61 ,AE, 25,ED,ng10 

19 DATA OB,EC,23,EJ,E4,ED,S4,3~,~0,AE 1 A4,EE,84,1l,A3 ,02,2~ ,19,A6,06, 0978 
20 DATA 27,0D 1 4A,26,0A,30,1Q,AF,A4,AC 1 27,24,EA,35,FO,A7,06,EE,04,EF,~""'DE 
21 DATA 84, 2·0, EO, A6 , co. 2..,, 03.,£F' 94,. 3Q, 3n, 07,. AF 't A4, 3.,' 02, A..,' 0 6, lF' 'lo, 0 ..,-,F 
22 DATA A3,Cl,ED,84,ED,04,1F, 30 1 A3 1 Cl,EF, l '>,ED,02,20,B'F,1 F, BB,A7,8D,OA5 A 
23 DATA 00,9F.,IF,~0.83,..,A,1F,5D,27,0l,J9,8H,78,1F,B9,D6,..,B,DD, '1 ,g~.o..,cn 

24 DATA 78 ,97,?A , D~.B4,DD, 7C,97, 91,9? ,8'3,D6,BD,DD,B'5,97,BA,9? ,ec,C'1"',0COE 

25 DATA 93,4C,D6,96 1 DD,8E 1 9 7 ,95 1 BB, 03 1 97 ,49, BB,O l,97 ,4C,BR,Ol,97 ,4F, 093 1 
26 DATA BB,Ol,97,52,DE 1 73 1 31,8D,00,5F,B0,7F,34,02,86,00 1 ?6,C6,0A, JD, 07~1 

2 7 DATA 3J ,AB ,C6 1 0 4,AE,Al,AF 1 C4,AF,44,A6 1 C4,AB, E4 , A7 1 44,A7 , Cl ,AE, A4• 0BFO 
28 DATA AF,C4,A6,C4,A8,E4,A7 , C4,B6,00,77 ,A7, 44 ,33,CB,28 , 5 A,26,DD, J2 ,0AA1 
29 DATA 61,1A,50, B6,FF, Ol,84 ,F7, B7 ,FF,Ol,B~,FF, 03 ,B4,F..,,B7,FF, 03, B6,0B55 
JO DATA FF,2J,9A,08,87 ,FF,23,8E,00,00,9F 1 0J,9F,1J,9F 1 25,QF,3~,9D,OO,n7A4 
31 DATA 86,oo,1F,8B,39,00,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo,oo ,oo,oo,o 160 
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"PC: I Ef\Pl:CLE'l\P"lnn,'1H2~FF:CL01\l)" •w"VFMT"' .. :r1 c;:PP Hlr •pne; r 1 1 n M THF T1'PF' r n I n l\n TH 
E JUl'EllO~ MID PPF<;<; I\ l'EY " : "OTOPON ; l\UD!OON: GOSUB6: 11un 1o nFF :r1 nl\DM"ll lt'Fl>n v •: ll l " Listing 7 
A•l 2 l ; PMODEl'.' : f'I 5; PPH'fT@ 2:?"1, •PL El\SE' '"'"JT - 'iFfT CHCi UP THF" Tt-I TTT " t 'A" c; r· W/\ VF 

""""s .. 
l JC;-PEEt-" i "t9?1 • 2'.,6 •PEE... c'199 t : PCL5: SCPEE..I, l : FnPw-otn l 5; PFl\DT . P: f' n t;:U B:?: MF"' T ; nnTn I\ 
? P0"1'1:L.ff7628,l!i:H 3f'l ... l.I: lF'T=OTHENA.. t lJ t- '" 'if!UAP F • e C;:TP"tl(P, :Pn..- t:@H260 J ,P:F""'FC"tH260" El C:.F" 
TFJ - LTHEN~'lf: ! W> = • SAWTOOTM • : PnYFftH262B+ l: E'~FC"t.:H2° 6:?7 E'L SE" I F T-2THFHI\• I WI - • '1 P Jf\P'lr.IJL A 
P • :PO...-E P_.HZ62 B, O : E:XE'Ct-·HZ62 7 . 

1 JFT " "'lT HEHPE T UPf'.J L5E l\• ( W1 - • c; rl"1~ ·+ 5TP1' (Pl: '11'- l:H"'O""· w•ze;6:F=nPT- f"I Tn:?"'i'S;Pnl"F , . .... , 1:-'R 

•12..,..54S JMC'l. 1~1504--P•l t l'ZB• ;ftlE:--'.T: Pr;"TtrPM 

4 CL~!.PPI NT•TH. CUPREHT 91\SE WAV€~ AP£ : • : PPIMT:FOPJ ~ "Tfl 1 5: PPHI TC: HP• CAt f+ 1 ; l\1d l 
J, • •; : HE!"'.T"! PP I HT; PETUPM 

5 CLS: PPINT'THE CUPPENT BUI L T WAVES APE : - ":FOPl =l6T023:PPIM Tr. HP• cBll - 15 ;11• c 11 
, .. • ~: l'-IEY. r : PPHI T: P.ETUPl"I 

6POt<El43,1:E >'.Er. 46053:11•- IMt'EY1': IFA°t' "'HH16ELSEP TUPM 
CLS:PP.ttn•pos1 T10..1 TH TAPE-:MOTOP.O l"l :t'\UOTOOM; IMPUT•F[I ttl\fl1£ ·•A•:TFI F"NC/\'fll ' ~TH 

EN-. LSE"OTOP.Ol'F:AUDIOOl'F:PETUP.H 
B PPINT"WOULO YOU L i t'E TO "B•• CY/Nl ? " I 
Q oogUB6:lFA• · ·v·oP.A•= ·N·THEHPPtNTA• : PET UPNFLSEO 
10 INPUT "WHICH •;A: IF"A ' IOP.A'MX TH N l l'JEL'SE": "". + t A- 1 Jl-2'56:P.E"'FUPM 
l I PP I NT• WH ICH CHANNEL II - 4 I ? " 0 
12 G05UB6 :IFA• ~ ·1 •0PA• '•4• THEH1 2E L~FPP JMTA•:W~LH'BOO + VAL C Ae ) •256! PF TUPN 

n CLS!PP.INT@l4, " "ENU' ! PP.INT966 ," ('. l\LTEP I\ ·eA5E' WAVE. · :PPHIT" l. BUILD A EW 
WAVE.": PPINT" 2. VIEW A WAVE. ":PP J NT ' ~. VIEW THF 4 WA VES IN U<;F. ";PP.INT" 4. 

USE A WllVE ON A CHANNEL . ':PPltlT " 5. PLA Y f\ TUNE. " :PP I NT " 6. SAVE THF RU I L T WA 
VES. " 
14 PPINT" -.. S AVE THE BASE WAVF 5. ":PPINT' 9. SAVE THE JUI' 110~ WITH 11· 5 N 
EW WAV FOPMS. • :PRJNT .. 0 • LOAD SOME WAVE'<i. " ;PP I NT : PP.ll"I T '"WHA T MFYT .., "i 

15 Gn5UB6:JFA•< ·o·oRAS' • Q•TH~NlSELSEONVALCA$1•1GOSUBl6,21~26,J2,33,30,42,4~.44,~ 

'5; ClOTOl3 

16 GO~lJ84:INPUT'"ALTEP WH I CH Cl 16 ) •;A : f F A< lOPA :iot 6TH N16E:L~E"W =A-l :PP JNT "PL ~A~~ -c; 

E"LECT THE NEW TYPF :-":PPINr~o. SOUARc·, ·1 . ~AWTOOTH~, ~2. TPTAHGULAP",. L ~I NF · ! 

•WHICH 10-31 ? • i 

1., GOSUB6: IF"A• .. . o·ORA~ " . 3 . THEN l ']' I 5E PP I NTA•: l-=VAL ~ A• >: I !=T-1 OPT 10: 2 THE"M?nE"1 Cil-Cl c;. 


IB Jf'T THENt NPUT"HARl'CO.l lC 11 ·16> '1P : !FP 'IOPP>16TH N1 0ELSE21) 

10 JNPUT•Pl.H...SE WIDTH C 1-255) •;P : t F P ' 10PP ' 2'5STH Nl Q 

20 Gosua2:us = " AL TER ANY "OR .BASE ' WA V S ";OOSUB9:1FA•="Y "THEN l6 t<;FPETUPN 


21 A =O:CLS:PR lNT "lfOW S ELECT TH PELATIVE II" UHTS OF THE Bl\<; WAVES TO BE IJ<;f'J) 


• ; F"OP.l : OTO I ~: PR INT•VAV • J + 1; A• f I ) : PPlH r· AMOUMT < 0 - .. i : IFA " I THENPPUIT'2'5""' - " • • •; 

LS PPINT2ss· • · ; 

22 INPUT9:IFB < O-ORA•B ~ 2~~THE"22EL~£IFA~~A"DB ' 255THE'~l 2, I ~EPO~E~H2~~6 + 1,8:A • A•B!Nt 


~T:GOSUB5 


2> IHPUT"liHI CH OF THESE DO YOU WI SH TO PFPLACE <1 - 91 •:w: IFW' IOP. W• 91 HH12"JELSEP 
OKELH26F8,l<H27+w:PP.IHT"PLEASE l•HIME THE NEii WAVE !tr L ESSTHAN 13 Ud1EPS ; • : w- w+t 
5: AtiCW ) a •• 

2 4 FOP. J-=IT012:GOSUBb: PRtNTA9i :IFA$ <)( HP~ C13>THEHA~ t Wl =A• ( ~ ) •A• :HEX1 

25 CLS: PPHH•TH NAME OF' THE HE'W WAV E t 'S• : PP tHT• '•A.,f Wt'"' .. ;S..• "'TVPE JM A t<i!EW 
ONE. : GOSU\lS : I F A•- . y . TH HA.. I w 1- ·.: GO r 024E L SEE".EC P, H? f)42: B't' • · eu I LO A>I Y "OPE l.IAVE'; " : 

GOSU88:!FA• • 'Y'TH M21ELSEPE:TUP.N 
2 6 CL'StPRI N-t · ~ELEC T WHAT YOU WlgH TO VtFU; '":PPJMtflCJ8,'1, A ' 9A'S:t:- ' WAVE.'":PPI N 
T• ? . A B:UILT WAV . ·; F OPJ - 1T0<11 : PRINT'" "1•2;C HR!!iC81•. THE WAVE FOP i:HAHMEL'"l;CHP 
f'l(8 ) '" . • : N XT:PPI NT@'J20 ,·wHICH Cl-6 l ., "i 

2~ GOSUB6:lF'A• ' ·1·0RA• ' •6• TH N27ELSEPPlNTA•:A•VALCA4 ) !1FA = lTHEH~-~H3000 :GOgUB4: M 

X = 16ELSE!FA=2THENX-~H?600:GOSUBS: M X=6EL5E 20 

29 G05U~10:SCP. ENl ; LrNE - rO ,PEE.... CX)43J4J,PRESET:FOPl-1Tn~~~ =L I NE ct,PEE~l~+JJ .~/~ 

I , PS ET: GOTOJO 

2 ° W=&itPC00•2S6* tA- l; SCPE:E N1: I tHE - I 0 , PEE't" CWI * 3 1 .PPE:gET: FCIP T= J T 0 2"3"3: L 1 NE - ( t , PEf Y 
Cl •W l ..Jl,PS T 
30 NEXT:GOSUB6 ! lFAt;= • · ntENPCL S 
3 1 BS= " V!Ell ANY MORE WA V s ·:oosusa: IFAS="'f"THEN 2 6 E EPETUP ~I 

,2 SCREEN1 : F'ORI ~OT03 :LtNE - rO,PEE .... t ~H ~COO • t •2561• . / ~• 1 •4 8) .PRCSET:FOPl = l n ?~~;L[N 

E - CJ • PEE:t' C t.H ~COO • l+? 6+Jl J 3/ 4 + Jf,~9 >, P5ET: NE>'.T J, I; ClOSUB6: PCLS: PETUP" 
33 CLS:PPTNT"llHICH DO YOU WIS.-. TO USE :--:PRINT@OS, " l. A a u ll t WAVE":PPIHT" ? . 

"' P l\ C::. F Wl\ </f"" ":PO Jl"I T" A WAV('" A,_P~f\P \ · r, 1<::. +. .. : .-·P 1M r;rr.tM1" 'PLf° f; '::: [ ·-Ft I

A !!ASE W/\Vt":f>R ll'IT" 3. A llAVE AL Rflll> Y IN U5E ": PPINT : PR HIT .• F'LfA5E <;ELHCT U-11 > 

34 OOSUB6:IFA•=·1 .. THENX-t...H2aoo:OOSUB5:NY. =6ELSEl!=A~-"2 ·THEHX=IHlOOO:OOSU94 ! M~ - J 6t:

L'SEPRTNT:PRlMT .. FP.OM •;; OQTQ37ELS '4 
3~ ClOSUB10 :PR IN f " USE I T ON ·; :GOSUBl l 
3 6 lNPu t ·voLUME ( 1-6lJ "'"~: l !=M X' lORMV 63THtH36£L~tF OPt = nT02~ ;POVE W+ l,1? +CPFF~ I 

Y + J) - 127,Sl•MY.12~ : NE Y T:GOTOJ0 
'J...., GO SUO-ll: '."< -=M: PR IHT'"U'S£ [ 1 ON •;:GO~U'Dl1:FOPI =01025'5:PoYE'W.+1,PEEV CV ~l>:NE<"l 

39 B'l = " USE AN Y MOR£ WAVES ' :GOSUBB : ! F M •- "Y"THEM3 3H '>EPETUP" 
"}O CLS: INPuT · tuNE NUf'tBEP <0- 31) ·;A :lFA ·· noPA " lTHEl"flOELgEfNPt.IT .. PEPEl\T G: Cl- 2 5 "'1.r •
CONT. > •;B : IF8 ' 00R9 ' 2 STMEN30£LSEPOYE I J 8,A:PO~E' l JD,R : PR tNT@ 224,"PPf ~5 5H J rT OP C 
LE AR AND 'Q ' OR · ~ · TO ~TOP THE T UNE•: t~ECLH~AJ ""' 

'10 B~- ·H AR ANO THEP TUN ";GOSUB8: !1'A'l= "Y"THH13DELSEPE1UPN 

41 GOSU87:PRINT" PRESS A l'E:Y TO SAVE " " A$"'":B•=AS;OOSUB6:CLS :PPINTl!21>6 , " <; AVING 
•g-..• ' •: R'E TUPN 
4 2 OOSUD4l:CSAV~M8'9, H2800, ~H 2FFF ,411 04;PETUPN 

4 3 GOSUB~l:CSAV£MB•,~H3000, ~H3FFF ,4l lo4~PtiUPN 
44 GOSUIM 1 : CSAVEM'8.. ,.JS,L:H7F ~,ttH7A1..,,:PE IJPN 
45 GOSUB ;PR t NT~PP.£SS A ¥~ V TO LOAD ' ·~~·· ~ : as ~ A• : G OSU Rn: CL5 ;rPtNT@266. ·LO~DrNu 

··e••• ':C L OhD"B• : RETUROI 
14 6 OA rAJ , t , 3, 2, 3, 3 . :l, Q , 'J , '5, J. . 6, 1 , ., , 3. . a , "': , 0 

1 • t n, j . 1 1 , '1 , 1? , "1 , J J • r. • 1 2 B. l , C , 2 , C• 

Listing 8 2616 

261'.' 

'5F 

:zo 06 

14 

15 

CLRB 

BP.A SQRV 

2600 0 ORB $2600 2619 C6 BO 16 SOP.HF LOB ••ao 
2600 B6 40 I SQUARE LOA ••40 2618 20 02 1 7 BRA SQRV 

2601 2 PLSWOT EQU • - 1 , 2610 C6 FF 18 SQRl1X LDB tt•FF 

2602 IP 260F ~ STA ST01 261F E'.' 90 19 SEIPV STB .x+ 
2605 .. o 4 MEGA 2621 lF 10 20 TFR X,D 

2606 B'.' 2613 '5 STA ST02 262J 5D 21 TSTB 

260'? 8£ 2628 6 LDX WVPS 2624 26 EB 22 BNE S QP1 

:?60C 

260E 

IF 

Cl 
10 

00 

'.' 

a SQP.1 

TFP. 

C ltPB 

X,D

•o 
2626 

262'.' 

3'? 

BE 000 

23 

2'1 TRISWT 

RTS 

LDY. ll•JOOO 
260F Q STOI E9U it-I 2628 25 WVPS E9U • - 2 

2610 25 OB 10 BLO SQR" Y. 26211 96 00 26 LOA 110 

2612 Cl 00 11 CltPB ttO 2628 2"' TSF EQU it-I 
261J 12 ST02 EQU lt - J 262C J4 02 28 PSHS A 

2614 25 O'.J I J BLO SQRHF 262E IF 10 29 TFR X,O 
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Listing 8 continued 
26JO 6D E'I 

26J2 26 05 
26J"I 5D 
26J5 2A 01 
26J:> '53 
263B '5B 
26J9 £ ., BO 
2638 IF 10 
26 D '5D 
263E 26 FO 
26'10 J5 B2 
26'12 BE JOOO 
2645 4F 
2646 '5F 
264"" FD 266B 
26'1/\ 'IA 
26'18 511 
264C FD 26:>! 
26"1F CE 2"'56 
2652 4F 
2653 '5F 
265'1 34 06 
26'56 A6 CO 
?65B E6 8'1 
.26511 JD 
2658 Fl El 
2650 :so Booaoo 
2661 BC 4000 
2664 25 EE 
2666 1083 0000 
2668 

23 03 
266C FD 2668 
266F 10B3 FFFF 
267.I 
2673 2<1 03 
2675 FD 26:"1 
267B 30 99F001 
267C SC 3JOO 
267F 25 CE 
2681 FC 2669 
2684 BJ 2671 
2687 87 269/\ 
26911 F':' 26A9 
269D cc 8000 
2690 FD 26DF 
2693 87 269C 
2696 F"' 26114 
2699 86 00 
269A 
2698 C6 oo 
269C 
2690 30 
269E 34 06 
26AO 86 269A 
26A3 C6 00 
2611<1 
26A5 JD 
26A6 34 06 
26118 86 00 
26119 
26AA F6 26°C 
26AD '30 
26/\E J4 06 
2680 86 26110 

2683 F6 26A4 
2686 JD 
268"' IF 90 
2689 4F 
26811 EJ El 
268<: E3 !<I 
26BE 50 

26BF 2/1 01 102 BPL DJV2 
26Cl 'IC 103 INCA 
26C2 IF BO 104 DJV2 TFR A,B 

30 WV TST ,s 26C"I 4F 10'5 Cl.RA 
31 8NE SWTWV 26C5 EJ El 106 ADDD ,S++ 

2 TSTB 26C7 1093 OOFF 10"' CMPD 11-.FF 
33 BPL TRil 26CB 23 ll lOB BLS DIV) 
3'1 COMB 26CD FC 26DF 109 LDD CURVL 
35 TRil LSL8 26DO 'IJ 110 COMA 
36 SWTWV STB '>':+ 26Dl '53 111 COMB 
3"" TFP x ,D 26D2 84 269C 112 ANDA VLI 
3B 
39 

TSTB 
BNE WV 

26D5 
26DB 

B., 269C 
F4 2611<1 

llJ 
114 

ST/\ 
ANDB 

VLl 
VL2 

<10 PULS A,PC 26DB F? 26A4 115 STB VL2 
41 START LD)( ••3000 26DE cc 0000 116 DJV:1 LDD 110 
42 CLR/\ 'Z6DF 117 CURVL EBU •-2 
43 ..,., CLRB 

STD MAXVL 
26El 
26E2 "" 56 

118 
119 

LSRA 
ROR8 

45 DECA 26EJ 25 11 120 BCS DIVDN 
"16 lll<CB 26E5 Fl> 26DF 121 STD CURV\. 
4 .. STD MINVL 26EB BA 269C 122 ORA VLl 
1B LI L OU ttV/11.S 26EB 87 269C 123 STA VLl 
'19 CLRll 26EE Fii 26A4 124 ORB Vl.2 
50 CLRB 26F1 F 7 26A4 125 ST8 Vl.2 
51 L'Z PSHS D 26F"I 20 A3 126 BRA DJVJ 

2 LDA ,U+ 26F6 BE 3000 127 DIVDN LDX 1193000 
53 
5"1 

LD8 
f'IUL 

.~ 26F9 
26FB 

109E 2800 128 
129 NEWWVE 

LDY 
EEilU 

11•2800

•-2 
5'5 llDDD ,'S•+ 26FD CE 2756 130 L4 LDU t!VALS 
56 LEAY. 256,Y 2':'00 4F 1J1 CLRA 
57 CMPX ••<1000 2701 5F 132 CLRB 
58 B 0 L2 2702 34 06 133 L5 PSHS D 
59 CM.PD •o 2704 A6 CO 134 LDA ,U+ 
60 MAXVL EBU • · 2 2706 E6 9<1 135 LD8 • x 
61 8LS MXOI< 2708 30 136 l'IUL 
62 STD MAXVL 2709 E3 E1 13? ADDD ,s++ 
63 CMPD tt•FFFF 2 7 08 30 990100 138 l..EAX 25~,x 

64 EBU •-2 270F BC "1000 139 CKPX 11•4000 
65 BHS L3 2712 25 EE 140 BLO L'5 
66 STl) MINVL 2714 B3 2671 141 SU8D MINVL 
6:> L3 LEA>< -•FFF,X 2717 B':' 2724 142 STA H 
68 CMPY. 11•3100 2 7 1A F7 272C 143 STB L 
69 8LO Ll 271D F6 269C 14'1 LDB VL! 
70 LDD MAXVL 2720 JD 145 l'IUL 
71 SUBD MINVL 2..,21 J4 06 146 PSHS D 
7 2 STA DVSRt 272'l 86 00 147 LDA •o 
73 STB DVSR2 2724 1'18 H EQU •-t 
'.>'1 LDD 11•Booo 2725 F6 26/14 149 I.DB VL2 
75 STD CUIWL 2728 JD 150 MUL 
76 STA VI.I 2729 34 06 151 PSHS D 
? "'.'? STB VL2 2728 86 00 152 LDA 110 
78 
79 

DIVJ 
DVSRl 

LDA 
EBU 

110

•-1 
272C 
27211 F6 269C 

153 
15<1 

L E9U 
I.DB 

•-1 
VL1 

80 LD8 110 2730 3D 155 MUL 
81 VLI EQU •-1 2TJ1 3"1 06 156 PSHS D 
lil2 f'IUL 2,33 B6 272C I~:-' LD/I L 
83 f>SHS D 2736 F6 26A4 158 LDB VL2 
8'1 
B5 

LDA 
LDB 

DVSRl

•o 
'Z7J9 
273A 

3D 
IF B9 

159 
160 

l'IUL 
TFR A,B 

86 VL2 EBU •-1 2 ':'3C 4F 161 Cl.RA 
97 MUL 'Z73D E3 E .I 162 ADDD 
BB PSHS D 273F E3 El 163 ADDD 
89 LD/\ 110 2741 50 164 TSTB 
<>o DVSR2 EBU •-I :?:742 2A 01 165 8PL OK 
91 LD8 VLI 2744 4C 166 INCA 
92 f'IUL 2 ..<15 IF 99 16-, OK TFR A,B 
93 PSHS D 2"'74"7 4F 169 CLRA 
04 LD /\ DVSP2 27 "18 E3 El 169 ADDD ,S++ 
95 LOB VL2 2'."4A E"' AO 1-.0 STB ,Y• 
96 l'IU 274C 30 B9FOOI 171 LEAX - •FFF,X 
9? TFR A,B 2750 ac 3100 172 Cl'IPY. ••3100 
9B CLRA 2"'5'l 2'5 AB 1""3 BLO L 'I 

/\ODD ,S•• 2-.55 JO 1 "'4 RTS 
100 ADDD I 5 ++ 2""56 17'5 VALS RMB 16 
101 TSTB 2766 1 7 6 zzz END START (' 

0 PCLl!llR I : CLEAR200, l<HT.IFF: I. :2: FOFU-l.H2400 TOl<H2 ~':I ST"f;P20: C-0: l'OftJ r 1 TC l +Hr: READ 
A•:A•YAL.i•1M•+Ae):C•C+~:POKEJ,A:NE~TJ:~OA•:fFC< >VnL1·L~·•A•1TH£HPRJNT•EARQA JH L JNE•L : EHDELSEL• L•I:Listing 9 NEXTI:PRJMT·ALL DONF •• • l PP.JNT·Nnw YOU CAM ~nvE THE PROGRAM TO DJ~K OP TAPE A~ YOU WISH . " : PPJHT•qyAPT 
noDRES!; e ....2400•:PFUNT•EHD /\DDRESS • LH27'4J~·:pRJNT•FY.EC ADDRFsq • liff2,6'42•:PRTNT•H lfl . CALL JT 'WAV£"1X' •:FND 

'Z DATA 86,•0,87,2&,0F',40,fit.'7,26, 1l,BE,26,28, 1F, 10. c 1. oo,?'5 .0B,Cl,00,0'5CF 
3 Ol\TA 2~.03.~F,20,06,C6,S0.20,02,c6,F~.e7,80,1F,t0,.,0,26,E8,~•, •£,0~A2 
., DATA "JO, oo, a&, oo, 3"". 02, 1F. 10,00, E4, 26, o~t5D, 2A, 01, .,'3, ~a ,e:..,., eo, 1~, o~~o 
~DATA IO,SD,26,~0,3~,82,8E1~0,oo,4F,5F,FD,26t68,4A,~A,FD,26,~1,CE,08~~ 

6 DATA 27,56,4F,5F,34t06,A6,CO,E6,&4,3D,E3,El,30,8~,o1,oo,ec,40,00,0~ac 
7 DATA 2~,EE,t0 1 83,00,00 1 23,03 1 FD,26,69 1 10,8 ,FF,FF,2~ 1 03,Fn,26,~l,O~A~ 
9 DATA ~o.e-v,Fo,01,sc,31,oo,2~.cE,FC,26,69,a~.~~171,B~,26,QA,F~,26,0BC2 
9 DAT• A9,CC,80,00,FD,26,0F,97,26,9C,F7,26,•~.e6,00,C6,00,~n.34,06,08F• 
10 DATA B6,26,9A,C6,00,~n,3~,06,B6,00,F6,26,9t,3n,3~i06,86,26,A9,F6,0~El 
11 DATA 26,A4,3D,lF,99,4F,E3,E1 1 E3,E1,5D,2A,01 1 4C,IF,~,4F,£3,£1,10,0~ 
l2 DATA 93,00,FF,23,Jl,FC,26,DF,43,33,B4,26t9C,87,26,9C,F4,26,A4,F7,09Fl 
13 DATA 26,A4,CC,00 1 00,4~,56,2~t1J,FD,26,DF~BA,26,9C,a7,26i9C,FA,26,08~» 
14 DATA A4,F7,26,A4,20,A3,8E,30,00,I0,9E,28,00,cE,27,56,4Fi~t~·.o6,06DF 
IS DATA A6tCO,E6,84,3Dt£~,El,30,89 1 0J,00,8C,40,00t~tEE,13,26t 71 1 8~,09~· 
16 DATA 2~ t24,F7,Z7,2CtF6,26,9C,3Dt~4,06,86,00,F6,24,A4 1 3D,34,06,86,070? 
1? D~TA OO,F6,26,9C,3D,34 1 ~,86,27,2CtF6,Z6,A4,JD 1 1Ft89,4F,E3,E1 1 E~,08D~ 
19 DAT~ El,~D,2A,Ol,4C,1F,89,4F,£3,£1,£7 ,A0,30,99,~0.o1,9c,31,oo.2~.0883 

19 DATA AB, 39, 00,00, 00, oo, 00,00·,oo,oo,oo, 00,00,00, 00,00,00, oo, FF I FF,02DF 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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I'll begin a hymn of praise to the hard work
ing Sandra Sharkey, who will soon be pro
ducing as many magazines as she has 
children (five so far, but only two 
magazines ... . yel) . Mventure Probe has 
been going for some time now. a general 
forum of hints, tips, solutions and letters and 
gossip all about adventures. This has now 
been joined by another magazine called 
Soothsayer, which is TOTALLY maps and 
solutions. Nothing else, just maps and solu
tions. Now I know that some of you may 
disapprove of this sort of thing, but if that 's 
the case. then why do you keep writing to me 
for help? Personally'J'm all for it, and if you 
want to see a sample issue of either 
SoothsayerorAdvebture Probe then send a 
quid to Sandra al 78 Merton Road, Highfield, 
Wigan , Lancashire WN3 6AT and a 
magazine will be winging its way back to you 
before you can say ColossalCave. Provided 
that she's not playing pool or down the pub. 
Where were you at the last pool delegates' 
meeting , eh , Sandra? 

Mrs Webb of Liverpool appears to be hav
ing trouble locating hints for Fishy Business, 
so here we go, courtesey of Salamander. By 
the way, Mrs Webb, I saw what was crossed 
out on your envelope, just why is a person 
interested in Fishy Business when the com
pany name that was crossed out is Shrimp 
Manufacturing? Fish salamanders and 
shrimps, oh well , this will put them in their 
place.. . 

1) Everything around here starts underwater, 

which is all right if you don't mind looking like 

a prune. 

2) Don't go too far from the is land . 

3) Laser pistols are really cutting weapons 

4) Don't be afraid of the dark. 

5) Shellfish are great music lovers, but 

octopussys prefer cake. 

6) Those seahorses are too fat already. 

7) Scrolls should be read in the right light. 

8) The strangest th ings are said behind 

thrones. 

9) Frog-kings aren'tthat dumb. Their harems 

are well hidden. 

10) H's not easy being green, so be 

affectionate. 


The hake's progress? Ought to be a dab 

hand by now. Sorry, I said that on porpoise. 


Ahern . Back to the land of adventures 
again, and more hints asked for. This time 
the game is Madness and Minotaur. the 

person is J. Edgar of Windsor (posh! I 
wonder if he could introduce me to Lady Di), 
the company is Dragon Data, so here we 
go . .. 

Ask the oracle 
1) The oracle tells you what you need to kill 
creatures: ASK ORACLE to find out what 
you need. get the weapons and kil l 
creatures. 
2) You must T IE HYDRA with the ropes 
before you can kill it. 
3) You can OPEN CRYPT only if you are at 
peak strength and holding noth ing. 
4) The drapes in the room with the narcissus 
plantshavea 160/ochanceofopening -you 
get only one chance to OPEN DRAPES 
each game (P/G talking- this is the sort of 
stupid problem that should not exist in an 
adventure) . 
5) The sprite will cause any object on the 
ground in his room to be randomly relocated . 
The vial wil l prevent this, as will placing ob
jects in the 'music' room on the first floor. 
6) When the 'walls g low an eerie colour ' turn 
off the lamp and LOOK. 

7) You must PLAY FLUTE in the 'music' room 

and hold parchment to see the ledge. Then 

use rope to CLIMB LEDGEtogeta treasure. 

8) Many hard to find places may only be 

reached by jumping ie JUMP PIT, JUMP 

HOLE, JUMP POOL, JUMP MIST, JUMP 

UP, JUMP DOWN, or JUMP 

9) Use OKKAN to learn the secret of the 

glowing rocks. 

10) You need the FOOD (1st floor) and the 

MUSHROOM (3rd floor) to learn the first 

spell. 

11) Use VETAR to recover the lamp if it is 

blown out of your hands, then turn it on . 

12) The URN contains oil to fill the lamp. 

13) Once all the spells are learned, some 

pools of oil may be found at random. 

14) AKHIROM will cause the scarab to glow. 

A glowing scarab will keep you from getting 

hurt (must take one to the pub with me on Fri

day nights). 

15) Dimly lit rooms on the first floor may re

quire a lamp to see everything . 

16) LOOK POOL works in one room . 


I don't know about you, but I didn't like that 

game at all, as it relies far too much on 

random events. I'm all in favour of random 

things happening, as they do in real l ife so 

they must in adventures. but this one was 

taking things a bit too far. What do you think? 


Letter time 
Pulls a letter from the pile, and finds the 
name Nick Welham staring at him. Nick lives 
at 27 Duke Drive, Clapham, Bedford. Bed
fordshire MK41 6DE, and can offer help on 
the fol lowing thousand or so adventures : 
Aquanaut 4n, /ce Kingdom, Towers of 
Doom, Trekboer, Frank/ins Tomb, Caverns of 
Doom, Juxtaposition, El Diablero, Dragon 
Mountain, Lost in Space, Calixto Island and 
Return of the Ring. SAE as usual. 

Bartering time, folks, because Nick goes 
on to say "If anyonehasanyofthe following 
adventures I would be willing to either swap 
or buy them: Black Sanctum, Shenanigans, 
Wings of War, Mansions of Doom , or any 
Scott Adams j'ldventure". So there you go, 
you can barter away to your heart's content. 

Two of the Scott Adams series of games 
were the second and th ird adventures that 
I ever played, and thesewereAdventureland 
and Pirate Adventure! Colossal Cave was the 
first . by the way. Anyway, if anyone can cast 
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their minds back BDU (Before Dragon User) 11) Go to the other main computer and look 
10 1978 they may remember an issue of an at screen. 
American magazine called Byte which was 12) Go to the transporter and enter co
devoted to adventures. In itthe re was a com ordinates for planet (see below). Be sure 
plete listing , in Basic for Pirate Adventure! to save game here so that it can be 
What wourd people give for a copy of that returned to later in the event of a disaster. 
now, I wonder. 13) Go to the plant and fall off the cliff. 

Don't all write in asking for a copy from me, 14) Listen, and if you can't hear anything 
because I haven'! got one, it disappeared in then go back to step 12, reload . and repeat 
a house move. much to my intense until you can hear something . 
annoyance. 15) When there is a sound, GET COM

MUNICATOR and USE COMMUNICATOR. 
Scott Adams 16) Enter co~ordinates for emerald. 
I think there must be two categories of 17) Get emerald and return using 
people as far as Scott Adams games are communicator.... -::::.:
concerned: in those early days, with on ly ........ 18) Go to Darth Vader by the transporter. 
Colossal Cave to comare him against , I ~..: 19) Kil l him . 
marvelled at how he could possibly fit an en  Looks through rest of letters, requests for 20) Return using the communicator again. 
tire adventure into the computer's memory help and hint sheets, so I shall take the risky 21) Go to the lift and press the button 
al l at once. Then, as adventures progress step of printing the rest of the Syzygy solu twice. 
ed, I began towonderwhyhedidn't progress tion, since I still get millions of letters about 22) Go through the forcefield. 
as well: even the most ardent fan has to ad it. Well , okay, I exaggerate slightly, 23)THEEND 
mit that his room descriptions are not par thousands then . Without the benefit of a Note: don'forget to breathe at places other 
ticularly atmospheric. And look at things like wonder memory I cannot recal l whether it than the airless corridor from step 10 
The Hulk . 16 localions, and you spend most was the November or December issue onwards. 
of your time digging over and over again to which featured the fi rst ten steps of the solu Co-ord inates for transporters: Planet 
fi nd umpteen games? Okay, he might have tion (and in case you 're wondering why I 0-4-1-5, Emerald 2-7-3-0, Vader 1-6-0-3. 
had to pay a lot of money for the rights to the don't just look it up it 's because this is being For each place enter each number by 
character, but dear me. Spiderman, too, a written before I've seen either of those two pressing that number and at the end of the 
popular character but a not very brill iant issues, and our beloved editor has the power row you must PULL LEVER 
adventure. And yet , the man did a lot to to print or not to print, as she sees fit)(/ just The problem of getting lost in the large 
pcrpularise adventures so we can't be too print these things, Idon't remember them! - forest with the strange light is solved quite 
hard on him. If it wasn't for him and the ream Ed.) , up to htaerb ruoy gnidloh and entering simply by not going there! 
behind lnfocom we might never have had the corridor. This is the rest of them, so don't End of solution. end of game, end of 
adventures on home computers at all. read if you don't want to know ... column! See you next month. 

PULSER New from 
SOFTWARE PRESIONS 

36 FOXHILL, HIGH CROMPfON .SHAW, OLDHAM OL2 7NQ 

Telephone: (0706) 849189 
 ZOTOKA 

Can you rule an island? UTILITIES 
Magbase . . Da1at>ase forca1aloguing magazine DDOSJOELTA DISK £2.99 

articles. DU &Update files available DUorUpd. £3.99 

Tapes available on request. DU& Upd. £6.99 


AOLLA-1BALL 
Copycat 	 Si plifies 2-drive copying Oragondos E2.99 Help the Rolla-Ball defeat the Cubes 
mscup . Frees 1st g1aphic page. 64k Dragondos £1.99 £3.99. 
Di base. 	 "No typing" prog. to ca1alogue ALL Dragondos £2.49 

\'OUr drsk software MUSIC MAESTRO 
Enables you to compose musical masterpieces ·Composer 

Compamon . "Composer" graphic add-on OOos/Tape £3.49 directly onto the stave, then play the music 
independently of the program 'EJ-Pea . 	 20 ragtime &jazz pieces DDos/Tape £1.99 

£4.95'Requires MicrodeaJ's "Composer' 

GAA.PHIC A.DVENTUAES 
Starship. Wildwest or Dungeon Destiny.DOos!Tape All three £8.49 

e.-ich £3.49 R. & A. J. Preston 
Rally Adventure . ..Massive new 170k graphic spectacle! Dragondos £7.49 KINGS HALL COURT, 

With brand new "On-Screen Exam1 ne· ST. BRIDES MAJOR, feature! .Dragondos only. 
MID. GLAMORGAN CF32 OSE

PLEASE ADD 50p P&Pfor U.K. of £1.25 outside U.K. 

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE ID PULSER SOFTAWARE 
 Telephone: 0656 880965 

SEND S.A.E. FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON ANY ITEMS OR FOR AFULL LIST 
Access and Barclaycard accepted DR69 
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Write: ADVENTURE 

Pete Gerrard gets a game gang together 

LAST month we had the minor problem of a 
dead Dragon, and hence no programming . 
The month before that , however, I'd said that 
we'd be talking about introducing characters 
into a game, and now, with a happy Dragon 
once more by my side, that's precisely what 
we're going to be doing . 

In the October issue of Dragon User we 
touched on simple, individual characters 
who performed simple, individual tasks. 
They either attacked you , or stole th ings 
from you, or perhaps solved a riddle or two 
for you by carrying things, accepting things, 
performing some task that was beyond the 
talents of the main hero of the adventure 
you! They might have been able to (each 
someth ing you cou Idn 'tor possibly they had 
the ability to swim across a piranha-infested 
lake, but whatever it was it generally con
sisted of something that was pretty 
straightforward. 

In short , they didn't really do very much , 
and programming that sort ofcharacter into 
your adventure is really quite an easy thing 
to do. More complicated are advanced 
charactersorgroups of characters, although 
I noticed that the thirteenth issue of Mven
ture Contact (once a local adventure 
magazine, now moved down to Bourne
mouth) did touch on this topic by giving us 
one way of having an individual adventurer 
join or, of course, leave a group of people in 
the game. 

However, there we had the group be
having very much as one would expect an 
inanimate object to behave: it was shunted 
from one room to another, and didn't really 
play much part in the game, other than allow
ing someone to mingle and perhaps achieve 
something that would be impossible for a 
more conspicuous person roaming about by 
themse lves. 

So this month we'll be looking at more 
'human' characters, or at least characters 
that have a touch of personality about them, 
with perhaps a brief nod in the direction of 
having lots of characters, time and space 
permitting of course. 

Single Characters 
J'mall for making adventures as rea listic as 
possible, and just as in real life we wouldn't 
expect anyone to carry more than about six 
bulky objects at a time, that is the limit we 
would impose on the program. But, it doesn't 
seem to make sense to al low the person to 
carry anything else because he's holding too 
much. Bearing the immense load of six 
sheets of paper and failing to have the 
strength to pick upa key is clearly ridiculous, 
as is the equally absurd situation of being 
able to take the stra in of, say, six hun
dredweight bags of coal. So, objects are 
given ratingswhichrelatetotheirweight, the 
player is given a strength factor, and as his 

strength goes up and down during the 
course of the game he can carry mo re or less 
objects. All the time, though, theobjectsthat 
he can carry have a practical limit imposed 
upon them: walk around with five hundred 
sheets of paper and if you want, just one bag 
of coal. All of this brings us to one vitally im
portant factor that we can give our intelligent 
single character, and that is the factor of 
strength. 

Making him stronger than the adventurer 
means that he can carry something that the 
adventurer can 't, and thus he will have at 
least one thing to do in the game. Perhaps 
it might take two of you to carry a particular 
object from A to B: get our friend to help. 

Help Offered 
Intelligence, which is obvious ly something 
you'll need to solve the game, is something 
else that we can endowourcharacters with. 
It is, after all , one of the trad itional six at
tributes that are imposed on players in the 
world of Dragons and Dragons and other 
role-playing games. 

Suppose the player is faced with a conun
drum. He might have to, for example, water 
a plant in o rder to make it grow, but the only 
thing he can find to carry the water in is a 
bucket with a hole in it, and however fast he 
runs he always finds that the water has run 
out before he gets there. Clearly the bucket 
has another purpose, since there is nothing 
to block the hole up with, or is there? 
Something else to th ink about. 

Instead of using the more familiar HELP 
routine, where the program usually prints up 
some inane comment about not understan
ding you, or refusing to offer help unless you 
send off a posta l order and takeout a year's 
subscript ion to Pigeon Fancier's Monthly or 
something (just imagine all these blokes in 
bars, eyeing up pigeons, saying 'cor, I don't 
half fancy that one'), you could have the 
other character offering help and advice 
when asked. Always provided he's around , 
of course. and hasn'tgottired and listless by 
being asked to run around with rapidly emp
tying bucket of water. II he sits down and 
starts singing about gold, well , that's your 
problem. 

When I say 'he', by the way this is not me 
being sexist or anything , I just hate writing 
out 'he or she' all the time. Use whatever sex 
you feel like, they both have their uses! 
Perhaps you might like to leave it to the 
player to decide, and adjust everything ac
cordingly: less strength, more intell igence, 
or however you see fit. Don't a ll wr ite in and 
complain at once. 

Another of the constraints usually impos
ed upon you in a role-playing game is that 
of dexterity, hand-to-eye co-ordination, that 
kind of th ing. Thus you could easily give the 
player, and the character, a dexterity rating , 

so that, for example, a player with a low rating 
combined with acharacterwho has a similar 
rating would not spot a trap until they fell in
to it, but two characters who are very dex
terous could easily dodge life's slings and ar
rows of outrageous fortune and get on with 
things much more easily. 

By giving the player, and any other 
characters who come into the game, these 
ratings of strength, intelligence and dexteri
ty, you make the game much more realistic, 
however un-realistic the setting for your 
adventure might be. Perhaps, instead of set
ting the ratings for yourself, you let the player 
choosehisown,givinghimamaximumtotal 
of points to choose from. Someone might 
settle for lots of strength, and have little left 
over for intelligence and dexterity, thus en
ding up Iike Benny out of Crossroads: which 
is certainly a fate worse than death, as I'm 
sure you'll agree. 

Other players might opt for lots of in
telligence, and end up with the st rength and 
dexterity of a banana skin . The game thus 
becomes far more than a simple 'so lve th is 
problem, collect that treasure' affair. The at
tributes for the characters in the game you 
would, of course, select for yourself. In 
adventures, as in life, you can determine 
those of other attributes to large extent but 
you can't determine those of people, wh ich 
makes the adventure, like life, all that more 
interesting. 

You might keep these three as three 
distinct variables, each one being affected 
by the various situations encountered dur
ing a game. Eating and drinking might in· 
crease strength but decrease dexterity if you 
overdo it. Finding a book in a library, or a map 
on the floor, might increase intelligence, and 
soon . 

Character Building 
But all of this is to no avail if you don't tell the 
player what the character actually looks like. 
Saying 'a dwarf leaps out from behind a rock , 
and tells you that his name is Dimli Gloing' 
(knew I'd get him in somehow!) at least 
makes you think of something typically 
dwarvish, but saying 'a man walks out from 
behind a boulder, and tells you that his name 
is John Smith' gives you absolutely nothing 
to go on apart from the fact htat he lurks 
behind boulders and pounces on unwary 
adventurers. I'm not implying that you 
launch yourself into screenful after screen
ful of Barbara Cart land style pose (heaven 
forb id), but you should give the player some 
kind of impression of his new acquaintance. 
He might be smi ling or surly, bald or looking 
like Father Christmas, short or tall , it only 
takes a few words to convey the necessary 
information . 

Having done all that you 're in much more 
of a position to give your games that certain 
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something that all good adventures have: 
lots of atmosphere. It doesn't take massive 
room descriptions and hologram graphics 
to do that . Just a little of common sense and 
some careful programming will do the job 
equally well. 

Balanced Talents 
A realistic adventure is always going to be 
better (and sell more) than an unrealistic 
one, and one way of doing that is to look after 
your characters. Give them the various at
tributes and they become alive, playing a 
real part in the game, and apart from increas
ing the quality of the game they also allow 
you to set much more ingenious puzzles for 
the player to solve. Never make it impossi· 
ble of course, because even if someone for 
whatever bizarre reason selects an in
telligence of zero, they should still be able 
to complete the game. You might like to com
pensate for the ratings thatthe player selects 
by choosing suitable ratings for your other 
character. If the player decides to have no 
dexterity whatsoever you would give the 
other character the ability to carve a scale 
model of a spider'sweb with a blunt axeand 
a match, thus ensuring that everything re
mains the same overall and that every pro· 
b1em is therefore solveable. One thing that 
we haven't really touched on, and I'm sure 
this wi II be a topic dear to our beloved editor's 
heart , is the subject of women in adventures. 

Why is just about every adventure devoted 
to the male persona, and then people moan 
because they can't think of any original pro
blems anymore? Okay, two of the mighty In
come adventures gave you the opportunity 
to choose between male and female, and the. 
game adjusted itself accordingly. Or at least 
Ihope so, playing as a female I never made 
it to the sultan's harem in one of the games! 

But generally speaking our typical adven· 
tu re casts the hero as a male of the Rambo 

(I can't spell Arnold whateverisnameis) 
variety, and I'm, sure there's mileage to be 
had in exploring the female role. And not just 
as the kind of female that adventure use 
when promoting Barbarian-type games 
either: Maria Whittaker might earn five times 
as much as the prime Minister, but then (as 
the Mailon Sunday put it) she'sgotfive times 
as much on her front bench. Many people 
find that sort of image offensive, and just as 
not all male adventures look like Arnold so 
not all female ones look like Maria. 

Conclusion 
I saw it quoted somewhere that around 30 
percent of adventurers are women. Where 
they get these figures from I have no idea, 
but there you go. (He's off about figures again 
-Ed.)Thus there is obviously a lot of female 
interest out there, and as Isaid it would give 
you some new problems to ponder rather 
than the usual adventure scenarios. I'm not 
suggesting that you go on an out and out 
fem inist campaign, but it would make a 
change. Oh well , having no doubt stirred up 
a hornet's nest I shall retreat quietly from the 
scene until another month rolls by. There 
we' ll get back to adding a few verbs to our 
adventure, and give you another insight in· 
to how a game is put together. Plenty to th ink 
about , in terms of characters (male or 
female) (What about Luggage? Is this man 
is an objectist?) so until then , goodbye. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

DRAGON 32. Perfect. Tape 
recorder, books, joysticks, many 
tapes, Delta Dos. Offers to T.J. 
Haddrell, 14 Loose Lane, 
Lancing, West Sussex. Tel: 
Worthing (0903) 35107. 

DRAGON 64. Disc drive, Flex 
O/S, light pen, recorder, many 
tapes, discs. Any otters. Tel : 
(0703) 442310. 

FRENCH Dragon 64 research 
graphic tablet and contacts. 
Serge Dumont, 269 Rue Jules 
Guesde, 59210 Coudekerque, 
France. 

DRAGON 64. 2 drives, Super
dos, Alldream editor/assembler, 
£185. Dragon 32, £38. Printer 
control , dumper, books, all as 
new and boxed. Tel : Wallsall 
34823. 

HERE'S MY CLASSIFIED AD. 

(please write your copy in capitals on the lines below) 


Name . .. . .. .. .. ........... . .. .. ... .. .. ........ . .. .. . 


Address ....... ........ . . . . . . .... ... . .. . . . . ... .. . .. . . 


.... ...... ......... . . . ...... Tel: . ... . ... ... . . . . . ... . 

Classified rate : 35p per word. 

Please cut out and send this form to: Classlfled Department, 

Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport St, London WC2H 7PP. 


DRAGON 64. Joysticks , soft
ware, books: £125. Tel : Norwich 
(0603) 738079. 

DRAGON 64. Delta disc con· 
troller, Dragondos compatible 
controller, disc drive, SEVEN 
OS-9 packages, lots of other 
software (d isc and tape) , 
magazines, etc. May split. £200 
the lot. Tel :01-743 2737 - John. 

HOUSE MOVING SALE. Every
th ing surplus must go! Untested 
Dragon 32s: £25; Superdos 
controller ki t: £55. (P lus 
postage). SAE for list. Nie 
Spiers, 114 Greenway, Tun 
bridge Wells, Kent TN2 3JN. 

DRAGON 32 . Joysticks, books, 
cassette recorder, magazines: 
£100; Software £400 ONO. 
Hereford. Tel : (0432) 263476. 

DISC DRIVE CONTROLLER 

FOR DRAGONS 


fully compatable with Dragon Dos 
only £79.95 inc. of VAT & post 

Disk drives also available 
Complete Systems from £189.95 


Please enclose S.A.E. with any enquity. 

Dragon 32 available £49.95 complete. 


Guarantee9 90 days. 


PNP Communications 

Unit B, The Old Boat Yard, Robinson Road, 


Newhaven, East Sussex BN9 9BL 

Telephone (0273) 514761 DR1 
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Continued from page 11 

you tocalculatethe number of bytes yourself 
(BNE * -23, for example). but the easy way 
is to always give the destination instruction 
a label nameand to branch to that. This way, 
the assembler calculates the number of 
bytes between the destination and the 
branch instruction for us - and if we change 
the number of instructions between the two 
locations, a re.assemble automatically 
generates the revised value whereas if we 
wish to be the computer and use the branch 
* +or* - form ,weneedtocheckandre
evaluate new values prior to each assemble. 
There is a limitation on the distance between 
the branch and destination of +127and·128 
bytes from the end ofthe(2 byte) branch in
struction ( + start of the instruction following 
the branch). However, this does not limit our 
program capability as if greater distances 
are involved (and the assemble will usually 
flag an instruction as in error if the distance 
is exceeded), all the branch instructions may 
be prefixed with an L for Long (LBEQ/l..BNE 

etc). Theseallowtwobytesforthe +/-value, 
allowing distance of +32767 and -32768 
bytes to be reached - which, as the total 
memory of an unmodified Dragon is 65536 
bytes enables every possible location to be 
reached . 

We have mentioned + and - numbers 
here, which is where 's igned ' and 'unsign
ed' values come into focus. However, if I start 
going into detail at this point, the Editor's 
guillotine will come into greater focus, so, 
sadly, further detail will have to wait until next 
month. 

Workout 
Meanwhile, as programmers, we need to 
protect our prag rams f ram operator misuse, 
either accidental or deliberate. The 
PAI NT@ code above contains a weakness 
that can be exploited by a user - have you 
found it? There is a check in the $800C 
routine that prevents the display of the left 
arrow causing the text pointer to fall down 
below address $400. However, in the 
PRINT@256 version , have you tried left 

arrow beyond the amount of data you have 
already(if any) inputthen carried out further 
keypresses? To prevent this, we must decide 
either not to allow use of left arrow for erasure 
(unfriendly) or to insert our own check that 
it left arrow is received, only allow it to be 
displayed (+erase) if there is data to be eras
ed (current pointer contains value > $500). 
The CoMPare instruction cannot directly 
compare the contents of a single/double 
byte with another memory location or actual 
value; one or other value must be in a 
register. We do not want to corrupt the con
tents of register A prior to knowing whether 
it is to be displayed or ignored, so register D 
should not be used for the compare; use 
register X. Try adding in instructions to the 
PRINT@256 version to both prevent use of 
left arrow for erasure and a further version 
to allow use of left arrow for erasure but to 
guard against backtracking beyond $500. 

Next month, at last, we will make a start 
on tackling programs that won't run on our 
machines because of their position 
dependency. 

Down in the dumps 

Dragon User presents a screen dump for the Memotech DMXBO 

BASIC is very good for screen dumps 
because it is so easy to alter to suit your own 
particular printer. As far as I know, the 
Memotech is almost the same as the 
Panasonic and some Epsons, so I hope this 
dump is going to be useful to quite a few 
Dragon owners. 

Although thedumptakes 5 minutes (pro
viding your Dragon can handle lines 40 and 
130)todoitsjob, the beauty of it is that it can 
be altered so easily. 

LINE SO resets printer. Clears 
any commands you have already given it. 

LINE 60 sets printer to "Elite" 
nK>de, otherwise you get oval circles. 

LINE 70 Standard bit image 
designation command. 

LINE 80 to 100 collects the data 
fT otn each r O\tl acer oss the screen, 8 
pixels high. 

LINE 110 set I ine feed to 8/72 
inch, to get no gaps between the ro<.1s1 
and then gives the line feed command. 

LINE 120 instructs the next line 
to be scanned or, if the whole picture is 
completer ends the program. 

10 'SCREEN DUMP - MEMOTECH DMXBO 
20 'MIKE TOWNSEND - CC) - 4/6/87 
30 PMODE4,1:SCREEN1,0:Y=O 
40 F'OKE654'35, 0 

50 PR INT:f.-2 , CHR$ (27); "@ "; 

60 PRINT£-2 , CHR$ ( 27) ; "P"; CH~'.$(0) 


, 
70 F'RINTf.·-2 ,CHf;;:$(27); "~< ";CH~'.$(0) 
; CHF.:$( 1); 
80 FORX =OT0255 

30 A=PPOINT(X,Y) *128+PPDINT (X , Y+ 

1)*64+PPDINTCX,Y+2)*32+PPOINTCX, 

Y+3)*16+PPOINT CX,Y+4) *8+PPOINT(X 
,Y+5)*4+PPOINT CX,Y+6) *2+PPO INT(X 
,Y+7) 
100 PRINT£-2,CHR$(~);:NEXT 
110 PRINT£-2,CHR$(27 ) ; " A";CHF.:$(8 
>;:PRINT£-2,CHRS(10); 
120 Y= Y+8:IFY >191THEN 130 ELSE70 
1:;)O POKEG5494, 0 
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HOW do you perform a calculation such as 
275 • 5 + 1 with absolute accuracy? This 
was the problem posed in August's competi
tion , and one method of solving this and 
other similarproblems is discussed, begin
ning on page 26 of this issue. 

Having come up with a possible answer, 
by whatever means. this is one type of ques
tion in which it is not immediately apparent 
ii the result obtained is the correct one. This 
proved to be the case in a number of incor
rect answers which were recei,ved from 
readers who were clearly unaware that their 
solutions were wrong. 

Fortunately, thereareanumberofchecks 
which can be applied in order to detect any 
possible error which might have been made. 
Note that the use of these tests does not 
guarantee that the solution is correct , but 
they can often be used to eliminate an incor
rect answer. If an answer posses all of these 
tests then the odds in favour of it being cor
rect increase correspondingly. 

So, let's take the calculat ion given and 
apply some of these tests. Our first test 
would betoaskthecomputertoprintoutan 
approximate answer: PRINT 2t 75*5. 
··As th is is still inside the 'overflow' capa· 

bil i ty of the Dragon , the answer 
1.88894663E+23isgiven. From this we now 
know that the correct answer beginswith the 
dig its 18889 ... andtheE+23tellsusthatwe 
need to move the decimal point 23 places to 
the right - ie to end with w 24 digit number. 
in calculations of this magnitude, don't 
assume that alt of the digits displayed are the 
correct ones, but you can be certain of the 
firstfiewdigits. Even if the computation were 
greater than the Dragon could handle, we 
could still use ord inary common logarithms 
to give us an indication of the magnitude of 
the answer together with its first couple of 
digits. 

Now we ought to turn our attention and 
look at the last few digits of the answer. The 
listing here performs the calculation given 
in the competition question, but it restricts 
its attention to just the final few digits. Each 
time the calculation exceeds a total of six 
digits the excess are removed by use of the 
RIG HT$ command at line 50. Consequent· 
ly, the fina l six digits which are printed out 
are the precise six which will appear at the 
right-hand end of the final solution. We now 

know that the answer will be a 24 digit 
number in the form : 1888 ... ... ..... .. .547841 . 

Having established the top and tail of the 
answer, what about the middle? Unfor
tunately, there is no easy way to determine 
this (except by solving the puzz,le) - but 
there is a useful 'negative' test which can be 
applied which uses digital roots. 

The digital root, or DR, of a number, is the 

digit which remains when the are added 
together until a single digit remains. The 
digital root of the current year, 1988, is 8, 
since 1+9+8+8 "" 26, and 2 + 6 "" a. 

Whenever an operation is performed with 
two numbers the result is reflected in the cor
responding digital roots. For example, if 
1988, which has a DR of 8, is squared , the 
answerwill haveaDRof 1, because8times 
8 is 64, and 64 has a DR of 1. The correct 
answer, 3952144, does indeed have a DR of 
1. Otherwise we should check for an error. 

We can now apply this test to the com peti
tion. First , look at the first few powers of two: 
2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256, and so on. These 
ahvedigitalrootswhich run2,8,7,5,1,2,4, and 
so on . Not how they repeat in cycles of six 
numbers. Thistellsusthat26 hasaDRof 1, 
as do 212 and 218 . This is true of any power 
of 2 in which the power is a multiple of six . 
This means that 272 wou ld have a DR of 1 
and that consequently 275 has a DR of 8. If 
275 is then multiplied by 5 (as in the next 
stage of the computation), the answer will 
have a DR equal to the DR obtained by 
multiplying our existing DR of 8, by 5- ie a 
DR of 4. If 1 is added finally to this we get a 
DR of 5, which should betherootofthelinal 
answer (and indeed it is) . 

It must be stressed again that by passing 
all of these tests the solution is not definite
ly correct , as two errors could cancel each 
other out, but it would give a strong indica
tion thatthe answer was OK. However, if any 
single test were failed , then the answer 
would have been defin itely wrong. When 
this was done to all of the incorrect answers 
submitted, none passed all three of the tests. 

10 N=1 
20 FOR P=1 TO 75 
30 N==N*2 
40 N•=STRSCN) 

50 It LEN<NS>>6 THEN N$=RIGHTS(N$,6) 

60 N=VAL<NS) 

70 NEXT P 
80 N=N*5+1 
90 PRINT N 

Communications 
Writedownyourproblemontheoouponbelow(malc8itasbriefandlegible 
as possible) together with your name and addres and send It to Com· 
munication, 12113 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 

Prolll.. • • • • • • I I• I• • I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Adventure Contact 
To help puzzled adventurers further, we are instituting an Adventure 
Helpline-simply fill in the coupon below, stating the name of the adven· 
lure, your problem and your name and address, and send it to Dragon 
User Adventure Helpine, 12113Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP. 
As soon as enough entries have arrived, we will start printing them in 
the magazine. 

Don't worry -you'll still have Adventure Trial to write to as well! 

MYHture .•••••••••••••••.•••••••.••••••..•••••. ..,............................................. . 

.............................................. 

Mdreu .... .........••......•.......•.......... 


N•.................. 
I •••••••••••••••••• I •••••• 

AddrH• •••••••I•••••• I I I I••• I I• I I I I I• I I I I• I• I I I 
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Happy New Year 

Gordon Lee can't even get to 1988 without making a puzzle out of it . 

WHENEVER the competition involves 
using numbers greater than those which the 
computer can normally handle we inevitably 
receive lots of letters trom readers reporting 
that their attempts end in an overflow error 
report on the computer. So here is a step-by
step introduction to the method that the 
Dragon can use to perform computations on 
numbers with hundreds(oreven thousands) 
of digitsl 

First of all it is necessary to understand the 
limitations of any micro. Ask it to multiply 
7654321 by seven and it will display the cor
rect answer, but try to multiply this same 
number by itself, and the answer given is 
only the approximation 5.858863E+ 13. The 
E+13 is the computer's way of indicating that 
the decimal point of the displayed value 
must be moved thi rteen places to the right 
giving a 'real ' value of 58588630000000. 
This does not mean , of course, that the true 
answerends insevenzeros, merely that the 
computercan only handle a relatively small 
numbet-of digits with absolute accuracy. It 
is possible to coax a few more digits out of 
the computer as the internal registers con
tain more digits than are displayed on 
screen , but these cannot be relied upon to 
be accurate. The calculation , therefore, 
should only be regarded as correct to about 
nine significant figures. On practical level 
this would , for example, allow us to measure 
the length of the equator to an accuracy of 
a few feet-but in mathematical theory (and 
some of our competitions) this isn't enough! 

One way of overcoming this problem is by 
using string variables to hold the digits being 
operated on. Clearly, it is not possible to 
multiply, divide, subtract, or, in the mathem
atical sense, add strings, but by converting 

Prize 
IT's a while since we had an adventure up 
for offer on the Puzzle Page. John Small
wood, author of the adventure Larkspur 
Wsldorf is Trapped!, has offered us five 
Larkspurs, and a set of discountvouchers 
for another 15 luckywinners of our January 
Crossnumber. 

Rules 
AS soon as you have made it across the 
gap from 1987 to 1988 (in fact, if your DU 
gets there on time, you can do it between 
the turkey and the pudding, if that's how 
you see your mum and dad), rustle up a 
printout, tell usyour ansWer (don't dowhat 
someone did last month and include the 
listing without an answer attached to it!), 
with any program notes you want Gordon 
to read, complete thetiebreaker, andwhap 
it into an envelope marked JANUARY 
COMPETITION to the usual address. 

For the tiebreaker, I want you to write 
another verse toJingle Bellsor, come one, 
be fair, any other piece of Yuletide music 

each digi t to a numeric variable as it is re
quired, large computations can be made. 
There is noth in g complex in the 
mathematics either -the method being to 
simulate that used in the 'pencil and paper' 
way of performing the calcu lation. Let's take 
a simple example of multiplying 987654321 

by 4. Mathematically, we would take each 
digit in turn , starting at the right hand end , 
and multiply by 4. Any product greater than 
nine would result in a 'carry ' which would be 
taken on and added to the next stage of the 
calculation. Now look at listing one which 
performs the calculation using this prec ise 

Listing 1 

10 A$="98765432l":B=4:Z$ ="":CARRY=O 
20 FOR F=LEN(A$) TO 1 STEP-1 
30 V=VAL(HID$(A$,F,l))*B+CARRY:CARRY=O 
40 IF V>9 THEN CARRY=INT(V/lO):V=V-CARRY*lO 
50 Z$=RIGHT$(STR$(V),l)+Z$ 
60 NEXT F 
70 IF CARRY<>O THEN Z$=RIGHT$(STR$(CARRY),l)+Z$ 
80 PRINT Z$ 

7129076834 . A$ 
2763128729 .B$ 

64161691506 . L $ ( l J 
14258153668 .L$~ ~~) 

49903537838 . L$ ( 3) 
5703261467 2 . LS ( 4 ) 

14258153668 • L$ ( 5) 
7129076834 .L$ (n) 

21387230502 •. L$(7 ) 
42774461004 .L$ ( 8 ) 

49903537838 .L$(9) 
14258153668 .. L$(10) 
19698557011273763986 .Z$ 

which has really been driving you upthe wall 
recently. It only needs to be two lines, but it 
must be in keeping with the spirit of the 
festive season, whatever you perceive that 
to be. 

October winners 
THIS proved a popularcompetition and we 
saw a higher-than-usual number of new 
faces amongtheentries. We also had a high 
proportion of correct entries. but boy, it's a 
good thing we don't deduct marks for 
neatness (or whatever the opposite is. 
Neatless?). 

The winners are: 
Robin Telkman of Sate, John Smallwood 

of Preston (win again next month and save 
yourself a few bob, John!), C. R. Barber of 
Seville, DenisO'Mulloy ofComberton, N.J. 
Welham of Bedford, Fred Willers of Yarn
field, Olav Nielsen of Denmark, J. Smith of 
Twyford, Alan Thomas of Staplehurst, Phil 
Sapiro of Liverpool, Austan Henderson of 
Bromsgrove, D.J.Grey of Middlesbrough, 
MarkTowlson of Long Eaton, C. Hitchinson 

of Middlesbrough, S.A. Siddiqui of 
Chiswick, Nils Lindgren of Sweden, E.A. 
Newman of Addlestone, Don Robertson of 
Epsom, l.J. Huggins of Caerphilly and 
Randy Longshore (that's 'anfalas' in Sin· 
darin, Randy, but we don't know the word 
for your first name yet) of California. 

There were quite a few good tiebreakers, 
including a short poem from Randy, butmy 
personal favourite was "I go to work on an 
egg because thespoon always gets stuck 
in a jam" from I. Huggins. Best Late Note 
from Olav Nielsen, who swears that the 
Pentagon hacked into his Dragon and 
deleted his original solution. Anything to 
keep them away from Star Wars, Olav. 

The prizes for the Octobercomp were a 
batch of Chuckle Eggs and Screaming 
Abdabs kindly donated by Harry at 
Computape, one of the Dragon's longest 
serving and most consistent supporters. 
See yez at tlile Show, Harry. 

Solution 
This month's solution should be opposite. 
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method but arranged into a program which 
the computercan handle. Line 10storesthe 
nine-digit number in A$, and the digit by 
whichthisistobemultipliedis inthenumeric 
variable B. The final product wi ll be stored 
in string Z$, initiallydefined as a null string, 
and any 'carry ' in the appropriately named 
variabl.e,again initiallysetat zero.The loop 
(lines 20 to 60) takes each digit in turn from 
the right hand end, multiplies by Band adds 
the 'carry' (if any). Note that once the carry 
is added it is reset to zero. The value of th is 
individual calculation is checked to see if it 
is greater than 9 - ieto see if there is acarry 
to be taken on to the next stage.This is done 
at line 40 which also gives a revised value 
for V if a carry is made. Finally, the resulting 
digit is converted to string format and is ap
pended to the left hand end of Z$, thus 
building up, digit by digit , the final product. 

Dragon ghost 
The only irregular command in this listing is 
the useofthe RIGHT$ instruction in linesSO 
and 70. Regular readers of this column will 
realise that this is because of the 'ghost' 
blank character which the Dragon placeson 
the left hand end of any string variable 
created by use of the STA$ command. Once 
the left had dig i.t in A$ has been reached it 
i'l;Then necessary to append any 'carry' (if 
there is one), so that the final result is now 
held in Z$. It is importantthatthis listing, and 
the theory behind each of the instructions, 
is understood before considering the next 
stage-that of themultiplication of two large 
numbers. 

Figure one isa long multiplicat ion of two 
10-digit numbers, much as it might appear 
ifworked out longhand. By modifying listing 
one it would be an easy matter to store the 
second 10-digit number as string B$, and 

The Answer 

ANSWER: the boxes should be filled as 
follows: 

(a) Triangular/square: 36, 1225. 41616 
(b) Triangular/tetrahedral: 10, 120, 1540 
(c) Triangular/pyramidal : 55,91 , 208335 
(d) Square/cubic 64, 729, 4096 
(e) Square/tetrahedral : 4, 19600 
(f) Square/pyramidal: 4900 

SOLUTION:The competition was related to 
the relationships between the five main 
types of figurate numbers.As was stated cer
tain of these have been proved to be im· 
possible, and one - a tetrahedral number 
which is also pyramidal - although not 
disproven, is extremely unlikely. If such a 
number exists it w ill be very large. 

The list above in sections a to d g ive, in 
each case, the three smallest numbers (not 
counting 1). Sections e and f show the only 
possibl'e answers that exist -a fact which 
has been proved mathematically. 

The listing given compares two types of 
number and examines the relationship 
between them. Numbers which correspond 
are printed out. In the example given the 

then take each digit in turn from this second 
string and multiply in the manner already 
outlined the value held in A$.The result ing 
sub-products could then be stored, for 
example in an array, before being finally 
totalled uptogivethefinal result. The disad
vantage of this is that memory needs to be 
used simply to store al l of these sub
products until the final totalling. 

1000 bytes 
In the examplegiven this is not a p roblem as 
there are on ly ten lines of digits each con

82 
1 

A~ 

This is Gordon Lee ' s own 


solution to the November competition 

see page 25 for resu Its 


squares and triangu lar numbers are being 
oompared. Starting with A=1 and 8=1 ,each 
pair offigurate numbers is generated in turn . 
The logical method wou ld be to generate 
one of these figures in turn and then test a 
series of the other type of number to see if 
the two values match . Th is wou ld result in 
a lot of dupl icate work ing by the computer 
so a much quicker method is used here. 
Note that TA is the value produced from Aby 
formula 1, and TB is the value produces from 
B by formula 2. These two values are com 
pared . lfTA is the larger then B is increased 

Listing A 

l (I A :::: l : l_i ::.:: l 

2 0 T A =A*lA ~ 1J /2 : REM Put F or mu l a l h ere 
30 TB=B*B : REM Put Formula 2 her e 
40 l F' TA=TB 1\ND T A<>l T HF.:J-J r ' fdr-.J I A;" 

''; H;" "; l A 
~o IF TA >TB TH EN B~ B+ L : Goro 30 
60 I F T E.-1 >T A ·1HFN A == A ·ll : (:i l) TCJ :::1J 
70 A=/'.1+ l: F:i!JHJ :?O 

before the next test. If TB is larger then A is 
increased . In this way the higher orders of 
figurate numbers can vetested without any 
duplication as the values 'leapfrog ' over 
each other in turn . If two values are found 
wh ich match, the result is printed out as 
these values are what we are looking for. 
When this happens, one of the generating 
values is incremented and the search con
t inues. In the program it isA which is increas
ed but it could equally well have been B. 

By chang ing the formulae in lines 20 and 
30, the different relationships can be tested. 

taining ten or eleven digits, but if the 
numbers being multiplied contained a 
hundred digits, it would be necessary to 
reserve 10,000 bytes of memory for this pur
pose. The way around this is to add each 
digit as it is computed immediately to theap
propriate digit in the final product (Z$). In this 
way the whole need for the array can be 
eliminated and it is on ly necessary to reserve 
string. memory for the two numbers being 
multiplied, and the final product. In the case 
of the two 100 digit numbers mentioned, this 
would only t ie up 400 bytes - quite a sav
ing on the 10K wh ich would otherwise be 
necessary. 

As an example of how this would work take 
thet irdcolumn ofdigitsfrom the right in the 
long multipl ication shown. Here we have to 
add the digits 5, 6, and 8. The sum of 19 
means that the 9will appear as the third digit 
from !he right in !he final product ,and a 1will 
be carried on 10 fou rth position . This in turn 
wi ll be the lotal of 1,6, 3,and 2, plus the 1 car
ried , giving a final digit 3, with, again, 1 to 
carry. 

In order to do !his we need to initially 
define Z$ as a string of zeros long enough 
to contain the final product , and to have a 
means of knowing the posi tion within this 
string to which each individual digit must be 
added . Next month we will be taking a look 
at how this can be ach ieved. 

Competition 
To commemorate the start of the new year, 
this month's competition is a crossnumber 
puzzle based on the year which has just end
ed, 1987,and the one which has just begun. 

In the grid below these two dates have 
al ready been entered. What you have to do 
is to find two values A and 8 such that they, 
and theirsquares,can befitted into the grid. 
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If you ve got a technical question write to Brian Cadge.Dr a go n Answers Please do not send a SAE as Brian ca_nnot guarantee to 
answer md1v1dual mqu1r1es. 

ROM can't 
be a RAM 
I need a RAM pack for my Dragon 32 
(only SK is needed). Is it possible to 
remove the two eproms from my 
GhostAttack cartridge and insert two 
4K RAM chips to make $COOO to 
SDFFF RAM? 

Are there any RAM packs fo r SK 
available on cartridge? 

Phil Callaghan 
54 Pentiva.le Road 

Moss Pit 
Stafford 

UNFORTUNATELY you cannot 
simply replace a ROM chip with a 
RAM chip,as the cartridge does not 
have all the necessary read/write 
circuits needed for RAM. It is cer
tainly possible to attach extra RAM 
in cartridge form as all of the Impor
tant 6809 pins are brought out al the 
cartridge port. The problem is that 
no one_seems lo make this (obvious) 
product for the 32 - unless one of 
our readers knows differently? 

Binary 
coded 
decimal 
I have recent ly started to write 6809 
assembler and have come across 
'binary coded decimal ' in some of the 
manuals I have. Could you explain 
what this is and what it is used for? 

Eric Fields 

IN the space Ihave here ii isn't really 
practical to give a full blown ex
planation of Binary Coded Decimal 
(BCD), but I'll try and give you the 
absolute basics. 

Normally, one byte stores a 
number from 0 to 255 using eight 
bits. In BCD the byte is divided into 
two lour bit 'nibbles' which can each 
hold anumber between 0and 9(the 
values 10to15are not used in BCD). 

For example, the niumber 01 
would be stored in the followlng way 
in binary and BCD: 

Binary: 01000011 - 64+2+ 1 =01 
BCD: 01100111 - 6 (0110) and 7 
(0111) 

Binary Coded Decimal was 
origlnally intended for use where 
exact precision was required ,but an 

obvious application for us is storing 
and updating ascore in amachine 
code game. If you use standard 
binary, then converting this Into 
Ascii screen characters is not very 
simple, however, a BCD byte can 
simply be converted as follows 
(assuming BCD score is in 8 
register: (see llstlng one). 

Aspecial instruction 'DAA' exists to 
adjust the accumulator after aBCD 
addition. So to add 5 to the score 
(again assumed to be held In B),the 
following routine could be used: 
(see listing two). 

Of course, only numbers between 00 
and 99 can be stored in aBCD byte. 
Isuggest you lookat 'Programming 
the 6809' byZaks for more intorma· 
lion on BCD. 

PSCOR TFR B,A 
LSRA * Ge t upper nibble 
LSRA 
LSRA 
LSRA 
ORA #48 * Convert to ASC II Code 
JSR PRT * Print the char in A 
TFR B,A 
ANDA # 15 * Get the l ower n i bb l e 
ORA #48 * Convert t o ASCII Code 
JSR PRT * Print this digit 
RTS 

INCSC 	 TFR B,A * Get score in A 
ADDA #5 * Add 5 to i t 
DAA * Re-adjust back t o BCD 
TFR A,B * Put back in B register 
RTS 

Maplin 
muddle 
COULDyou help me with a problem 
Ihave interfacingthe Maplin Dragon 
32 1/0 port to .my Dragon 64? The in
structions put the operation of this 
module at $COOO,but Idon't seemto 
be able to make the module work on 
my '64. I would appreciate your 
comments. 

A. Atkinson 
Knowle Cottage 

KnowleRoad 
Kirkfleaton 

Huddersfield 
W Yorks 

THIS isaproblemwhichl have come 
across before (on an enhanced car· 
tridge I reviewed afew years ago). 
On the Dragon 32, it is possible to 
interface an 110 port at address 
$COOO wilh minimal decoding. 
However, on the '64 the address 
select circuit is more complicated 
and 110 ports mus1 be fully address 
selected using all 16 bits. 

The problem seems lo arise in cir· 
cu its designed for the Dragon 32 
before the '64 was released. 
Althoughvalld for the '32,lhis 'quick 
and dirty' decoding will not work on 
the '64. 

The sharps 
from the 
flats 
I have acopy of the 'Composer' pro
gramfor my Dragon which I bought 
secondhand. Alas, I have no manual 
for this. I think I have just about to to 
know the whole system, but although! 
I can enter sharps in the data 
statements (' #' seems to do the 
trick) , I cannot fi nd how to enter 'flat' 
or 'doubledotted ' notes. A single dot 
works for adotted note, but'...' does 
not work for doubledotted. Can you 
help? 

Dave Lowe 
Farm Cottage 
Donisthorpe 
N. Midlands 

Aflat note is denoled by an excla
mation mark after It (eg A!5) in a 
similar way to a sharp note (eg 
C11 4). Double dotted notes are 
marked wilh acolon (eg H:) at the 
end of the line. 
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